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Come and Get ft 
New Scholarship Money 
Arrives from Many Sources, 
Students Promised Succor 
Students Instructed to Apply for 
Warren, Spain and Alumni 
Special Scholarships 
Merit and Need Considered 
By }AMES KuPERSTEIN 
Many new and existing private 
scholarships are being offered this year 
for both day and evening students, the 
law school alumni office announced last 
week. The qualifications are as varied as 
the foundations and people offering the 
grants. Financial need is the only constant 
requirement. Other criteria, such as 
academic achievement, community 
service, full-time employment while in 
Law School, and gender differ according 
to the spirit and intent of each scholarship. 
To apply for any of the private 
scholarships offered this year students 
must complete an application available 
from the Financial Aid Office and submit 
it by October 1, 1993. Students will also 
need to provide a resume. Finally, 
students must submit a separate letter for 
each scholarship they wish to be 
considered for, stating their qualifications 
for that award. A list of recipients will be 
posted in the Financial Aid Office on 
November 1, 1993. All scholarship awards 
will be applied to~ard Spring tuition 
charges. 
Kathleen Quinn, Director of Law 
School Development, stated that three 
new Scholarship funds totaling $92,000 
will be given out this year: the Warren 
Family Endowment, the Spain Family 
Endowment, and the Alumni 
Scholarships. The two endowments are 
the result of money given to the law 
school by both families. A specific amount 
is set aside for a scholarship fond (for 
example, the Warren Family Endowment 
has a principle of $800,000) and the interest 
is made available each year in scholarships. 
This is the first year enough interest has 
accumulated in the endowments for 
scholarships to be given. These 
Please Turn to Page 6, Column 3
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Tanned Rested and Ready 
Warren Hall Greets Students With a FreshNew Face 
What's News
The San Diego Law Review an-
nounced the selection of 18 new mem-
bers through One-L grades last Spring, 
and selected another seven through the 
annual write-on competition. 
(Article on Page 3) 
U.S.D.'s Center for Public Interest 
Law, now in its fourteenth year, has been 
busy with its new Children'·s Advocacy 
Institute. 
(Articles on Page 5) 
Thinking about your career? Six 
students offer their perspectives on a 
variety of summer clerking positions. 
(Articles starting on Page 7) 
The Legal Research Center has new 
books, new staffers and a reference desk 
waiting to help law students. 
(Articles on Page 2) 
One-LAprilSpitzerwentwhitewater 
rafting during her pre-law school summer 
and lived to tell. 
(Article on Page 6) 
Fall Picnic Please See A Article Page 12 
New Moot Court Board 
Gears Up for Alumni Tort 
Law Competition 
Appellate Advocacy 
Competition the Best Way 
to Learn Public Speaking 
By GEOFF MORRISON 
The University of San Diego Moot 
Court Board Chairman Christie Graves 
encourages all second and third year 
students to participate in this month's 
Alumni Torts Competition. The 
competition, to be held September 21 
through 23, will include upper-class 
individual competitors and first-year 
students as bailiffs and timekeepers. The 
problem, written by 3L Corrine Coleman, 
was distributed to competitors last 
Wednesday. Student are required to hand 
in briefs on September 15. 
Moot Court, unlikeeitherlawreviewcir 
trial team, is open to all who are interested. 
The Moot Court Board, in conjunction 
with the Student Bar Association, sponsors 
four intra-scholastic competitions 
annually: the Alumni Torts Competition 
Please Turn to Page 4, Column 1 
Refurbished Warren Hall 
Greets New and Returning 
U.S.D. Law Students 
Fletcher is Redesigned into Two 
Separate Classrooms, One 
Lecture Hall, One Seminar 
Two-Tone Alcala Exterior 
By CHRISTOPHER Scott TRUNZO 
As part of a continuing effort to 
reconstruct the older buildings on the 
1 USO campus, Warren hall received a 
complete facelift and substantial interior 
reconstruction over the summer. 
Before reconstruction, the exterior of 
• Warr en Hall was an embarrassment. The 
once-grand Spanish Colonial architecture 
was crumbling away before our eyes, 
creating both a visual blight and a safety 
hazard. Beginning just after finals in 
May, the exterior of the Hall was covered 
in scaffolding. The old concrete ledges 
and facia work was hammered away to be 
replaced with styrofoam. The styrofoam 
inserts, after being coated with a fiberglass 
resin are stronger, lighter, longer lasting 
and more weather-proof than the 
reinforced concrete predecessors. After 
the exterior of the building was pressure 
washed and the new fixtures emplaced, 
the entire building received a paint job 
similar to that of neighboring Loma Hall, 
a light tan base with darker brown 
highlights. 
When Warren Hall was built in the late 
1950s, electrical consumption was limited 
primarily to that which was necessary to 
run the interior lights. Over forty years, 
the need for clean electrical power has 
dramatically increased. In order to keep 
up with growing demand, a new 
transformer providing environmentally 
safe power has been installed to supply 
Warren Hall with power well into the 
twenty-first century. 
The difference most noticeable to the 
students and faculty, and one that has the 
most impact on their daily lives is the 
complete reconstruction of the Fletcher 
wing of the law school. After classroom 
useinMaythewingwasgutted. Theonly 
structures remaining in the north end of 
the bottom floor were the few rooms 
against the west wall containing the 
Lawyering Skills I offices and that of the 
moot court board, and two inconveniently 
located pillars that bore the weight of the 
entire north end of the building. These 
pillars were removed to permitthe building 
of pillarless classrooms to take their place. 
In order to replace them with an arch of 
structural steel, jacks were placed next to 
the pillars to hold the top two floors up 
while the pillars were removed. New 
steel members were anchored to the floor 
at the perimeter of the Fletcher area with 
a large steel crossbeam tieing them 
together across the room at the top. With 
the arch now holding the building 
together, the jacks were removed, and 
construction of the new Fletcher 
classrooms and offices commenced. 
The new Fletcher, designed by the 
architectural firm of Simpson and 
Schul nick contains two new classrooms as 
well as 13 new faculty offices. The larger 
of the two classrooms, Room 131, contains 
. 
among its features a General Electric 
Imager 160 projection television capable 
Please Turnto Page 3, Coluinn 1
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Students · Welcomed 
With Expanded LRC 
Stoff and Services 
By NANCY CAROL CART'ER 
Director Legal ResearchCenter 
The Legal Research Center greets the 
1993-94 academic year with expanded 
resources for law students. In addition to 
thousands of new books added to the 
collection overche past year, the LRC is has 
increased its holdings of interactive video 
discs and is set to install a state-of-the-art 
CD-ROM network this Fall. Lexis 
terminals have been upgraded. Both Lexis 
an'd Westlaw continue to expand their 
databases. Major collections of microforms 
· will be easier to locate after a mass project 
to add microform cataloging records to the 
SALLY online library catalog. 
Stephanie Tripp, a new half-time 
librarian,joins the familiarfaces of Margaret 
McDonald, Frank Weston and Michael 
White at the reference desk · this year. 
With her appointment, the LRC has five 
dual degree lawyer-librarians who, along _ 
with every other librarian and staff 
member, stand ready to assist in your 
mastery of legal research and use of the 
law library. Take advantage of this year 
to enhance the skills that will serve you 
in school and in a clerkship or first job--
you can become a research whiz with the 
assistance of the LRC staff! 
The LRC strives to provide high level 
service .and resources to law students. 
How are we doing? There is a suggestion 
box just outside the Lexis room for your 
comments and ideas--many changes have 
been made in response to student input, 
so it is always worth passing on your 
opinion. Associate Director and Head of 
Public Services Ruth Levor answers 
suggestions in a notebook placed near 
the suggestion box. 
LRC 'Reference 
Ready to Help 
Student Researchers 
By FRANKLIN A. WESTON 
Senior Reference Librarian 
Did you forget how to Shepardize while 
you were away for the summer? Do you 
need to find the Vista Municipal Code? 
Are you totally confused when you try to 
limit a search when using the new SALLY 
terminal? Do you want to use Lexis but 
have lost your personal I.D. card? Do you 
have a cite to a book that is absolutely not 
in the Legal Research Center? Do you 
have a speeding ticket you want to 
fight? Do you have a paper to write 
on foreign investment in mainland 
China? 
It's Reference to the rescue! 
The reference staff at the Legal 
Research Center works a total of70 
hours per week at the reference 
desk helping USO law students 
and faculty, in addition to other 
LRC patrons. The staff consists of 
Reference Librarians Michael 
White and Margaret McDonald, and 
Senior Reference Librarian 
Franklin Weston. Patricia (Pat) 
Meyer is our full-time Reference 
Department Assistant. During the 
last 12 months, the reference staff 
helped a total of more than 16,600 
patrons find the answers to the above 
questions, and many more. 
Mission. The mission of the reference 
librarians is to help students find the 
answers for themselves. The goal is to 
teach USO law students to be self-
sufficient in any law library by finding the 
materials needed, or to recognize the 
alternative resources which another Ii brary 
might own, Since students will be here at 
USD for three or four years and then 
probably rely on a much smaller law library
in practice, it is -important to learn 
alternative sources in which to find 
answers, and to navigate one's way around 
an unfamiliar law library. 
Computer-Assisted legal Research T h e 
reference librarians teach Computer-
Assisted Legal Research (CALR) to the 
first year law, LLM, and MCL students 
during Spring semester. The students 
learn basic research and writing skills 
during Fall semester in order to 
understand the fundamental legal research 
materials, e.g., the books. In the second 
semesterwhenstudentlearn to use Lexis 
and W estlaw they will have a better notion 
Socrates Friend of l,ihmtimtS 
of what they are looking at when pulling · 
up a case on the screen. This sequence 
also helps to impart a sense of CALR as 
one resource in an array oflegal research 
tools. 
Computer Instructional Lab. The LRC has 
a computer lab which contains five IBM-
clones and five Macintosh computers and 
both dot-matrix and laser printers. The 
computers are equipped with Lexis
Westlaw and CALI software as well as 
WordPerfect 5.1 on the clones and 
MicroSoft Word on the Macs for use as 
word .processors. The terminals. can be 
used to "cut and paste" cases which are 
found on Lexis or Westlaw into documents 
in WordPerfect. Arrangements for 
instruction in this function can be made 
through the reference librarians. 
lnter-Library Loan. If the libraries at USO 
donotownaneededitem,lawstudentsand 
law faculty may make requests for certain 
materialsfromotherlibrariesvialnterlibrary 
Loan at the reference department. 
Guide Series. The reference librarians have 
created a numberofGuideSerieson 
various subjects which help patrons 
find cases use · materials such as 
Shepard's Citations, locate tax 
materials, compile legislative 
histories, or even locate other law 
libraries in the San Diego area. 
These are updated regularly to 
reflect changes in the law and legal 
resources. 
Socrates. The bustofSocrateswhich 
sits on the reference desk is the good 
luck symbol of the LRC. Law 
students, and those graduates 
studying for the bar, have started a 
tradition by rubbing the bald head 
of Socrates for luck before taking 
the exams. 
If you need assistance with a 
research question, or are confused 
astohowtouseatreatiseorperiodical 
index, do not hesitate to ask a reference 
librarian for help. Ourserv_ice area is staffed 
from 8am through 8pm, Monday through 
Thursday, 8amthrough 6pm Friday, 9am 
through 5pm Saturday, and noon through 
4pm Sunday. The reference telephone 
numberis260-4612. If we are not available,
you may leave a message and we will return 
your call. 
New Books at the Legal 
ResearchCenter Greet
Returning Studmts
and economic legislation during the the sea, diplomatic and consularrelations, of a study of the hotly debated aspects of 
decades following the Civil War. the law of treaties, and of state succession. state intervention: is it better to leave abused 
Gross, Leo. Selected Essays of International Kaplan, William. State and Salvation; the or neglected children at home, or to place 
Law and Organization. Provides students Jehovah's Witnesses and theri fight for civil them in foster care? 
of public international law and rights Offersaninsightfulaccountofthe Wirt, Frederick M. Politics of Southern
By FRANKLIN A. WESTON organization with a tool for understanding once~illegal sect's struggle forlegitimacy Equality; Law and Social Change in a 
Senior Reference Librarian the future of•international relations. and its implications for society. Mississippi County. Explains why the Civil 
Annas, George J. Standard Care; the law Hellman, Arthur D. Laws Against Lear, Floyd Seyward. Treason in Roman RightsActsfrom 1957tol965tooktheform 
of American Bioethics Offers a discussion Marijuana; The Price We Pay. Studies the and Germanic Law. Analyzes the they did; examines federal efforts .to 
of the problems of bioethics and the laws against marijuana and the appellate development of the political theory of encourage compliance; shows the relative
struggle to resolve them in the United court rec.ords concerning the treasonfromitsbeginninginRomariLaw degrees of compliance achieved in voting,
States. constitutional rightsofindividualsarrested to its transformation in . the Germanic school integration, and job discrimination; 
Beer, Samuel H. To Male a Nation; the by the police for possession of drugs. custom of the early Middle Ages. analyzes the social forcescontributing to
Rediscovery of American Federalism. 'Honore, Tony. Making law bind $pans , McLaren, John, ed., et al. Law for the Elephant, the results; and suggests what may be 
Highlights the contrast between the ·. a broad range of ideas and influences, Law for the Beaver; Essays in the Legal history of the expected in ,the future. 
nation-centered federal ism of the framers from the "motive to obey" to '"rights and North American WestDraws upon the papers
of the Constitution and the states centeredjustice, "from a respected legal philosophygiven at a transboundary (Canada-United States) US.D w 
federalism of its opponents. scholar. conference on the comparative histoty of · 
The California Notary Law -Primer, 13th ' Humpllry,i·OerblL :bfing,,Witl,:D,g,,ity; .·. ·tcnitoiy .hdd ~ ,theUnivetsisy of.Vicfuria in 
edition. -Offers updated information on ;, Unde,-standing''.Eutlianasia> Puts the 1991. · · ·. . · • ·. 
the important aspects of -Ca'lifornia 's ~nfusing ethics and legality of the right Po/lf!rillmyl~,Civi/Cases. t<»le(Jition. 
· Notary law ~nd for notarial pra~tiees in to, :<1ie in _perspe~tive ari~ serves as a · Prepared by the'O>mrnittce i>n'Pilttcm Jwy 
general. , · companion volume to the author's Final lnstructions,DistrictJudgesAssociacioo, Fifth · 
· Cowan, Geoffrey. Tl,e People v. Clamtce Exit. Circuit. Containsgeneralciviljuryinstructiorw 
.DamJf/lJ. Shows the other side of the Hunter, , Ian, et al. On Pomograpl,y; and special instructionsforthemostfrequently 
legend and offers a foll er, more human Literatu", Sexuality and Obscenity . Law. · · rccuning federal questions cases. 
portrait of Darrow at midlife: a bitter, Providesahistoryofpolicingpornography Simmons,A.John. Tlle/..ocJ:eanTl,eoryofRigfits. 
philandering, and erratic but nonetheless laws, and is geared to understanding the Refers extensively to Lock's published· and 
brilliant,compassionate,anddrivenman. current debate on sexuality and unpublishedworks,arguingthattheyreveala 
Uses Darrow's own writings extensively. censor~hip. coherent and sophisticated theory of rights 
Fine, Sidney. Frank Murp/,y; Tl,e NBfl!J Hutchinson, Earl R. Tropic o/Canceron that relies fadess dir~tly .on:h~s,theological 
Deal Yean-. Focuses on the·critical New Trial; A Case History of Censon-l,ip: Covers foundations than is ool)'llllonly supposed. 
Deal years when Murphy was chief U.S. the dramatic story of undercover and overt Simpson, AlfredW. B. Uff!PITl,eoryand Leg,I 
official . in the Philippines and then censorship, tense courtrooms, legislative History; &says-on the Common Law. Ranges 
governor of Michigan during the great debates, ,and a state Supreme Court from the ·laws of Ethelbert of Kent to the 
labor upheaval of 193 7. electionth;Jt hinged on the Tropicof Cancer , problem of ;yri~n la~ in terms other than 
. Friedenthal, Jack H. Civil ProcedunJ, · verdict. those ofi:he Epglish Common Law; they are 
Second edition. Offers a detailed and Jennings, Robert. Oppenl,eim 's united by the;~µthor's exceptionally wide 
comprehensive treatment of principles lntemationall.aw,c9_ll,ed. vol.l:Peace. (in koowledge-0ffogal sources. 
Robert Little 
Edilor 
. ,·Elizabeth Geoc;I · 
. Ma1111gi•g&lifo.r 
. . . 
. C~pher Scott T~ 
· -~orof P4liMlioits 
,~ ·Momaon . 
··' F~i•- Edilor 
1 ames Kuperstein 
. · ' 1/)irecior of Advertiiiflg 
·Published since-1971-"by 
THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
Alcala Park 
San Diego, CA 9Zi 10 
StaffEditors: LarissaKehoe·, Tom Turner, 
Eric Siegler. 
Staff Writers: John Arens, Judy Carb;ne, 
Catherin,eCottis; Colleen Curtin, Brad Fields, 
Laleaque','Gr!!d, Denise Hickey, Kathryn 
, -Mpola, Frances Quevedo, Robin Segal, April 
, Seritzer, fa~il Wohl. 
-and issues in civil procedure. 2 ,volumes) Takes account of the vast ·-Tunick, Mark. Punisl,ment; Tl,eory ,-a_ nd p 'bl. h d · h · h ·. u 1s e: · ·e1g t times eac yeari 
Gillman, Howard. Tl,e Constitution increase in the scope and content of /!.racti(e. Explores not only why soetety .. , 
· Besieged;T!,eRiseandDemiseofLoclmerEra international law over the past 40 years, ;-punishes wrongdoing, but also the actual Advisors: Carrie Wilson and Maimon . 
,_ S,chwarzschild · Police P~wen- Jurisprudence. -Offers a ~nd· ,in the range ,of available: source : implementation of punishment, ,_ . 1 
. i:einterpreta'tion of the federal and state material. Provides foll treatment-of.the Wald, Michael S., et al. Protecting Abused · Advertising: Forlnformati<>n.and 
judges' decisions striking down the social major multilateral treaties· on· the,taw ·of ' aiidNeglectedCl,ildren. Presents the results · · availability call 619 456-09,17 e~t: 4343. 
-- ---...... , -- . -- ' -- --- - -
lawReviewAnnorIDCmNewMemhers 
;·:The New, Review Crew Queue 
By ROBERT LITTLE 
The San Diego Law Review 
invited law students to join the 
staff as provisiona\ members. All 
are, expected to become full 
_ members upon graduation. 
Students are invited to join the . 
Law Review through two systems. 
A first group of 18 were invited to 
join by placing in the top ten 
percent of their class at the end of 
Top Ten Percent 
Michelle C. Andrew. 
Paul A. Andronico 
Michael A. Barmettler 
Jeffrey R. Brown 
Diane P. Churchill 
Janet Diggs 
Neel Grover 
James T. Hagler 
K0ren L. Hagler 
_ the first year. A second group of 
seven were invited based on 
performance on a ·competitive 
. written assignment, which . 
included extensive research and 
writing . . Last February, several 
members of the Class of 1995 
who placed in the top five 
· percent of the class after the first 
semester were invited to join 
the staff. 
Dena L. Johnson 
Larissa A. Kehoe 
Shannon A. Kelley 
Marie C. Kenny . 
Karen E. · Lintott 
Patrick J. Mendes 
William E. O'Nell , 
Laura rv,. Randall 
Jeffrey A. Silvestri 
TlfE.lJSDJ,;AWJ~EPoRTERTUESDAY~ .;SEPTEMBE~J.l, 19933 
Provisional members ar.e 
required to complete cite checking 
assignments, and write a commeJ)t 
andascholarlynote. Citechecking 
assignments require . students to 
verify references in articles 
submitted forpublication in future 
issues of the Review. Students 
also write papers on a recent 
appellate decision and on a 
discrete legal topic. 
Write-OnW111ners 
Christopher Hoffman 




Kristi Shelton . 
Christopher Weaver 
Legal _FratemityPhi D~lta Phi.Pre~es 
for New Year, ;New Challenges 
By DENISE HICKEY 
Founded in 1869, Phi Delta 
Phi International Legal 
Fraternity is the oldest national 
or international association in the 
legal profession. It is nine years 
older than the American Bar 
Association. In its 124 years of 
existence, Phi Delta Phi has 
.uitiated more than 150,000 
women and men, and it has 
chartered more than 170 ln.ns 
(or cha,_pters) at law schools in 
Canada, Mexico, Guatemala and 
across the United States. 
and demonstrate to the 
community that lawyers (or 
lawyers-to-be) are concerned 
about a great deal ·;more than 
how much money they can make. 
Another important,goal of Phi 
Delta Phi is to provide a network 
of friends and colleagues that 
share the same view of the 
, lawyers ultimate responsibility 
to be ethical and professional. 
The international headquarters 
of Phi Delta Phi, located in · 
Washington, D.C., keeps track 
of Phi Delta Phi alumni so that -
any member can get information 
about the location or area of 
For four days this summer I 
attended the 51 st General 
Convention of the Phi Delta Phi practice of an alumnus. This 
International Legal Fraternity, way if a student is planning to 
in Orlando. I spent most of my practice in a particular city or a 
time trying to hammer out a particular field, she or he can 
balanced two year budget for have someone to contact 
the lnternati"onal Fraternity. knowing that person shares the 
The experience was invaluable, student's commitment to 
and it gave mea fresh perspective_ .. . excellence. The Wigmore Inn is 
! • i -' -------~--------~--,----------------------
not only on Phi De!~;i. Phi but compilingalistofUSDPhi Delta 
also on th_eJegal profession as a Phi alumni (regardless of where • 
_Scholarships 
(Continued from Page 1) 
scholar.ships will be made 
available indefinitely because 
the priikiple endowment is never 
depleted. 
. Quirin also stated that all the 
awards are given out every year. 
In the _event that enough 
applications are not received 
other ·avenues are used such as 
posting · a notice in Sidebar or 
asking faculty members and 
Assistant Dean Carrie Wilson to 
find students that fit the various 
qualifications. 
Thi_s years private scholarships 
are li!!t<;~ ·below: 
1. Wam'11 Family Endowment 
For · Jtudent Assjstance: Four 
$5,000 awards to assist students 
in each of the first, second, and 
third year day divisions. These 
awards are based of financial need 
and ·aca~emic performance. 
. . 2... Spain Family Endowed 
Sc!,ola~hip: Five $4,000 awards 
for continuing evening students. 
.. These awards 'are based -on 
. fin;ndal need· and . ac.a9e~ic 
p_erformance. 
3. Alumni Scholarships: Four 
·, ··! , ,. J -',, " 
. °' ll ) -y- l _ _, , . 
Warren Hall 
. ··; ·-1.• JCiontinued from Page 1) ' 
of displaying a picture of six by 
eight feet. Installation of :the 
projection television was 'the 
brainchild of John Frazier of the 
medi~ centerwho, upon reviewing 
the architectural plans suggested 
replacing two. planned 35 inch 
screens with th9General Electrical 
unit. Soundproofedwalls,diffused 
lighting and a pleasing green color 
scheme combined with new desks 
, ' 
anchored to a gently sloping floor 
complete the room. 
Those very same desks however 
have been the source of much 
c.onsternation to students for the 
first few weeks of school. The 
mamifacturer of the desks sent 
_ thetypeofpedestalsused to attach 
the desks to a flat, rather than 
sloping floor. As a result of this 
mistake all of the desks slope . 
forward at about a five percent 
angle, causing pens and pencils to · 
roll off the desks and making every 
chair in the room swing fo~~rd to 
$3,000 awards for either day or 
evening continuing students who 
demonstrate financial need and 
have been active in Law School 
service activities. 
4. Hernando Courtright 
,Scliolarshzp: Two $2,500 
awards to students whose 
family responsibilities require 
' them to render financial 
assistance to their parents or 
siblings. Single parents 
supporting 'their own children 
m'.ay a:lso apply. 
5. Michael Mohr Memorial 
Athletic Scholars/lip: A 
minimum of two $1,500 · 
awards for students who have 
finished their first year,in the 
upper one-half of their class. 
Students must also demonstrate 
financial need, and must have 
participated in the l~tramural 
Program, or allied activities, 
displaying strong character, 
_sportsmanship, and enthusiasm. 
6. Seltzer, · Caplan, Wilkins 
el McMahon S~holarship: 
$1,500 t,o~ second or. third 
yea-, s.t1;1cl1?nt w)th p~ipr legal 
,secre~ary. . or p:valegal 
experienc;e who has 
-press its occupant into the desk . 
Sinc:e the desks were installed 
only shortly before the beginning 
of the •school year, there was no 
· time toremcdy the problemliefore 
classes began. The school does 
plan to install new hardware over 
Labor Dayweekend.- -
Furthermore, the Fi'etcher 
· wing has' been air conditioned. 
This leaves only the remaining 
portions of the first floor and the 
entire second floor ' without 
modern ventilation and air 
conditioning. Through the 
cooperation of the groundskeepers 
and contractors, much of the 
' exterior vegetation was spared 
· while new piping for the afr 
conditioning units was installed. 
Accessibilitytothehandicapped 
has been improved throughout 
the building with the installation 
of new ramps for wheelchairs at 
the front and rearof the school and 
reconstruction of the elevator 
circuitry which will improve 
elevator service. 
d d d d . whole. · they live or practice) and a list of emoristrate goo aca emtc 
Phi Delta Phi has been, since Phi Delta Phi alumni practicing progress and financial need. 
7. Lou Kerig Scholarship its founding, a student- intheSanDiegoarea. With this 
Fund: $l,OOO minimum to controlled organization, so we listwehopetoestablishastudent~ 
one or more students who' are had the opportunity to work on lawyer mentor program, identify 
· , h h. If f . h • a million dollar budget. The _ speakers for campus seminars mt e upper one- a o t elf · _ . _, . 
I h fi . . 1 d d purpose of the Fraternity ts, tn and keep alumni abreast ofour c ass, ave 1nanc1a nee , an . 
h . II d· • E 'd · . ,· the words of the four founders activities and achievements. ave exec e tn VI ence. · · ·· · 
Th h I h.• ( ) . 11 . b and th•e . Preamble .of our A final word regarding the e sc o ars 1p s w1 - · e · · · 
distributed annually during Consti_tution, "to promote a !Jlembership of Phi Delta Phi. 
the seco'nd semester. _ higher standard of professional The International Constitution 
8_ John Winters Memorial ethics and culture in both law of Phi Delta Phi requires 
schools and the profession at students to be in good academic Fund: $1,000 io a third year large." Given the atmosphere standing to be .initiated to the day student "or a fourth year ofhostilitytowardlawyersinour Fraternity and permits evening student. Primary 
selection criterion for society today, this goal seems individual Inns to set higher 
particularly important. The standards as they deem selection is financial need. If • members of Phi Delta Phi appropriate. Thus, most Phi more than one student 
believethattheimageoflawyers· Delta Phi Inns require a qualifies then_preference wi)I 
be given to the stud en ts with ·· as something less desirable than minimum class standing or grade 
scµm, can best be changed by · point average ic5']oin. This has families to support. If two or 
exemplifyingthehighethicsand given Phi Delta Phi . and . more students q~alify based 
professionalism upon which the international · reputation as an on financial need alone, then 
Fraternity and legal profession honor fraternity. Here at USO, the. tie will be broken by 
as a whole were founded. To the Wigmore Inn has not taking into account acade.f!li c 
performance and contributions this end, Phi Delta Phi required a higher academic 
to, the Law s ·chool: emphasizes academic standard to ' join t·han that , :9. David Maurier excell·ence and community required by the Constitution. 
· · $ · service, whether 'in the school .. However; thatisgoingwchange . &h.olarship.: Three -.1,0QO 
· · · community or community at ForstudentsseekingtojoinPhi . a'Yards for students of g_ood 
large: Here at the Wigmore Inn Delta Phi after January 1, 1994, 
.• PleaseTum-toPiJge4, Column] • ofthe 'Univ~rsity •of Ban Diego - bne of two criteria ·will-have to 
· 1 :- ' · School of Law, we ,work with a -be m:et. The•student will have. 
------------ City of San Diego volunteer , to ,dcmortsdrate- either a 
Furay Delays '. 'c>rganizatioh to provide •law commitment to· academic 
· · ' ; · · students ·as mentors to fourth,.. excellence by-placi,ng in the top 
Retiring; Prooosi fifth and :sixth grade •boys and . third of her--0r his class or 
A, 'A .,1 'T'l. v , " girls at Kit Carson Elementary • demonstrateacotnmitmenttothe - ·. utiS .l nree .l. ears . ' I School ino Linda Vista. By promotion ofthe legal profession' 
By LALEAQUE GRAD 
Sr. Sally Furay has delayed her 
· retirementplansandwillremain 
Provost and Vice President of 
' Academic Affairs at USO for as 
long as three years. 
Although Furay had planed to 
.tetire after the 1992-93 academic 
year, USO President Author 
Hughes asked her to remain in 
her position of Provost and Vice 
President after an unsuccessful 
se·a:rch for a replacement over 
the last year. 
President Hughes requested 
that Sr. Furay remain at USD 
because he plans to retire in June 
1995 and would like the new 
spending just one hour a week as an ethical, . professional and 
with a particular child in need of concerned profession by providing 
adult -role mode-ls, the law service to either,the law student 
student is able to enrich the life community or the community at 
of a child, enrich their own life · large. 
new president will be a 
parttc1pant in the vice 
presidential search, and the 
candidates will know with whom 
they will be working. 
Sr. Furay has been at USO and 
its predecessor, the San Diego 
College For Women, since 1952. 
She earned her Ph.Dis English 
literatur-e from Stanford, before 
she went on to attend law school 
at USD . .She attended law school 
selected as USO Provost, a 
positionfromwhfohshe oversees 
the law school. 
president to be selected and in • duringtheeveningwhileserving 
office when the search for the as the Academic Dean of usb. 
new vice president resumes. Sr. Furay graduated from law 
Hughes said that this timing - school i~ May of 1972, and just 
decision was made so that the over a month later, she was 
A year after she graduated from 
law school, shewas back pushing 
fora course in sex discrimination. 
After persuading-the.law school· 
faculty that sex discrimination 
was a legal subject, Sr. Furay 
teamed up with USD Law -
alumnae Lynn Schenk, now a 
Congresswomen, -and Judith 
McConnell, now a Superi~rCourt 
judge, to te'ach Sex 
Discrimination in 1973.. The 
course has been . offered · ev-ety 
year since. 
( 
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Law School to Launch Teaching-Oriented 
"Street Law" Class, Plus New Courses 
. By ToM TURNER School." Although no one quality or 
Which las school class requires characteristic will admit or refuse a 
· student to teach high school students 
civics and law? Street Law. ' 
Theimplementationoflawschool 
street law curricula began nationally 
25 years ago, with the goal to have 
students teach others to be more 
infooned about the legal system. 
Street law programs traditionally · 
bring law students to high schools, 
student, motivation and commitment 
are cornerstones for all students, 
according to Hartwell. Other traits, 
like a teaching background or an 
interest in juvenile law, are important. 
Hartwell reports interest in how the 
student body thinks the selection 
process should proceed. To that end, 
he has held meetings for interested 
• students in which he discusses criteria junior high schools, elementary 
schools,hospitalsandprisons. USD's for selection. 
program,stronglysupportedbyDean Students Chris Tenorio and Sunil 
Kristine Strachan and San Diego 
High School, debuts this spring. 
While the class . will meet each 
Monday afternoon at USO, the 
emphasis will lie in two hours a w~ek 
spent teachingAmerican civics and 
law at SDHS. USO students will 
educate through role playing, mock 
trials, field trips, and guest lectures 
from cheSan Diego legal community. 
The hope is not only to educate, but 
also to peak high school students' 
, . interest in the law and, perhaps, law 




will meet six to eight times this 
semester to organize. This means 
visiting the SDHS campus, · 
. practicing teaching methods and 
.. preparing lesson plans before actual 
teaching gets underway. 
Response among USO Law 
students is very strong. Over forty 
·. students have expressed interest 
through a sign-up procedure. Now 
, P.rof.cssor Steve Hartwell mus~ 
decide which ten students will fill 
the seats in the inaugural class. 
Hartwell is looking for "a 
representative mix . of USO Law 
Moot Court 
(Continued from page 1) 
in September, the Jessup 
International Law Competition in 
October, the St. Thomas Moore - ' 
Constitutional Law Competition 
in January, and the LotA Kerig 
' i . < · dj, 
Criminal Law Competition in 
February. Each of these 
competitions affords all intbrested 
second and third year students an 
· opportunity to sharpen both their 
vyritten and oral appellate advocacy 
skills-. Both the torts and criminal . 
law competitions allow for 
independent oral advocacy, while 
the international and constitutional 
law competitions require teams of 
two. 
Moreover, the Moot Court Board 
sponsors the National Criminal 
Procedure Competition in the Fall. 
This competition attracts teams 
from all over the United States, 
and provides USO students with 
an excellent opportunity to observe 
the finest of moot court 
competitors. This year, the 
National Criminal Procedure 
Competition problem was written 
by Denise Draper, a third year 
student and member of the Moot 
Court Board at USO. 
The Moot Court Board also 
sponsors the Winters Competition 
for first years. This competition is 
held .in conjunction with the 
appellate advocacy portion of the 
first YC?ar Lawyering Skills I 
program. The Winters 
Competition • is open to those 
Moorjani have been · instrumental in 
the creation of street law. Tenorio, 
now a graduate, initially investigated 
starting the course at USO. Since his 
graduation, Moorjani has become the 
student li~ison for street law and has 
helped open the remaining doors in · 
order tornake the class a reality. 
Although the program was . to be 
offered through-Pro .Bono Legal 
Advocates, Hartwell argued that it 
should be offered as a formal elass,for 
credit, because of· the substantial 
faculty involvement necessary ·• for a 
successful program. 
Street law is only one of many new 
courses offered this year. Other new 
classes include 
• Children's Rights and 
Remedies. 
• Child Advocacy Qlinic. 
• the division of Law and Mental 
Disorder into . separate courses on 
criminal and civil aspects. 
• UCC Article 2A (leases). 
• Criminal Ethics, 
• Anglo-American Comparative 
Legal Instructions. 
• Selected Issues in Housing Law. 
• Perspectives on Law _ and 
Adjudication. 
• Theories of Justice. 
students who receive the highest 
oral scores in each of the Lawyering 
Skills I small sections. 
The Moot Court Board also selects, 
trains and finances the Jessup Team 
for the Regional Jessup International 
LawCompetition. TheJessupTeam 
is selected from the top-eight oralists 
in the intra-scholastic Jessup 
Competion in the Spring. This year's 
Jessup Competition . Coordinator is 
Vince Brunkow, who will also serve 
as the coach of the Jessup team. 
FormerJessupTeammembersPeter 
Salmon and David Bigelow, both 
currently members of the Moot 
Court Board and the USO National 
Team, will also assistin the coaching 
of this year's Jessup Team. 
This year's Moot Court Board 
consists of the following students: 
Christie Graves, Chair; Bob Cocchia, 
Vice Chair; Ellen Turnage, 
Tournament Coordinator; Corrine 
Coleman,Alumni Torts Coordinator; 
Denise Draper, National Criminal 
Law Coordinator; Vince · Brunkow, 
Jessup International Law Coordinator; 
Tim Earl, St. Thomas More 
Constitutional Law Coordinator; 
Quisteen Shum, Lou Kerig Criminal 
Law Coordinator; Kathryn Meola, 
National Team; Jack Yeh, National 
Team;PeterSalmon,NationalTeam; 
A. Renae Adamson, National Team; 
Kate Flaherty, Traynor National 
Team; David Bigelow, Traynor 
Mational Team; Catherine Cottis, 
ABA National Team; and Geoff 
Morrison, ABA National Team. The 
MootCourtBoardAdvisorisProfessor 
Michael Kelly. 
Bernie Witkin, often called "The Guru" of California law, wrote a syllabus 
many years ago, intended to hefp his associates pass the bar exam. He 
was successful. Now his work has matured and stands as legal authority for 
the bench and bar. A recent Lexis, Westlaw search turned up over 8,000 
cases in which Witkin was cited as authority. Bancroft-Whitney is the 
exclusive publisher of Witkin~ · 
WITKIN SUMMARY Of, CALIFORNIA LAW 9TH . EDITION • 
is a classic iwork 'that will be a valuable a.sset for a~ long as you have ~n 
interest·in the .law. Yqu cantake advantageofaspecial studentc.U$Count 
·offer: · no interest terms; a free volume_ of "Witkin Significant Developments 
in the Law" and free audio tapes of Witkin's MCIE seminar while supplies 
last. All for $20 down and $20 per month. · · ' · 
For order information please call your Bancroft-Whitney rep: 
Bob Strange 
(619) 481-0383 
Nl~W. YOilK 1•17211 l)l~PAll'l'lll~N'I' 
NYPI) 
6110 ,J'R:IARS ROAD at LAS CUMBRES . 
LEFT TORN ON LINDA VXSTA, RIGHT 
ON VIA LAS CtJMBRBS. (AT BOTTOM OF HILL) 
FREE DELIVERY 
ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS 
5°0 minimum 
2f)(j-()f) 11 
FREE USD MUG 
WITH ANY IN STORE ORDER 
- - - ·COUPON- - - , 
•SPECIAL• 
ANY LARGE PIZZA 
I -= I 
L - - LIMIUID TIJIJl OJ'J'JlB - ..: , .J, 
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CPIL Begins Fourteenth Year as Advocate for the 
Public Interest and Welcomes New Interns 
Children s Adoocaty 
Institute Launches 
Child Adoocaty Clinic FROM TI-IE CPIL SrAFF 
USD'sCenterforPubliclnterestLaw(CPIL) 
recentlywelcomed32lawstudentintems to its 
yearlong clinic program aimed at opening up 
the proces:sesofCalifomia regulatory agencies 
and teaching students administrative law and 
practice. Praised byconsumeradvocate Ralph 
Nader at USD's May 1992 graduation as a 
model program to be followed by other law 
schools, CPILhasgraduatedoverSOOstudents 
and is now in its fourteenth year of advocacy. 
CPIL is an academic center of research, 
teaching and advocacy in administrative law. 
It teaches clinic skills in public interest and 
regulatory law and practice as well as 
representing the interests of the unorganized 
and underrepresented in state regulatory -
proceedings. In November 1990, San Diego • 
philanthropists Sol and Helen Price donated 
$1.8millionto USDtocreatethefirstendowed 
faculty chair at the School of Law, the Price 
Chair in Public Interest Law, held by CPIL 
' Director Robert C. F ellmeth. 
CPILintemsaregivenauniqueopponunity 
to participate firsthand in the state's regulatory 
p~andtohavearticlestheywritepublished 
in the California Regulatory Law Reporter, the 
Center's quarterly joumal and the only legal 
publication ofits kind in the country. 
Center interns take yearlong, four :unit 
course entitled CalifomiaAdministrative Law 
and Practice. As part of the course; interns are 
assignedtomonitortwoadministrativeagencies-
which . regulate business trades, professions, 
and the environment. Theseagenciesinclude 
the State Bar, the Public Utilities 
Commission, the Department of Banking, 
the Athletic Coritmission, the Coastal 
Commission, the DC?partment oflnsurance, 
the Medical Board, and Cal-OSHA, among 
others. Students attend agency meetings, 
monitor and analyze the.agency's acti\'ities, 
interview agency officials and : licensees, 
participate in rulemaking proceedings, and 
track legislation and litigation affecting the 
agencies or their licensees. Each semester, 
students submit two articles summarizing 
agencyactivitiesforpublicationintheRepo,ter. 
F ollowingtheyearlongcourse, many Center 
interns pursue a research and advocacy project 
involvingoneoftheagencies. In the past, these 
projects have included agency critiques, 
petitioning an agency to adopt regulations, 
draftingmodel legislation, filingsuittoenforce 
the administrative procedure, open meeting, 
or public records acts, or submitting amiaJs 
mriaebriefs on issues pending appeal. Student 
critiquesofpublishablequalityoftenappearas 
feature articles in th~ Reporter, and also satisfy 
the Law School's written work requirement. 
The Center, which fuaintains offices in San 
DiegoandSacramento, is directed by Professor 
Robert Fellmeth, a former Nader's Raider 
consumeradvocate, Deputy DistrictAttomey, 
and Assistant U.S. Attorney. Professor 
F ellmeth recently concluded a five-year term 
as State Bar Discipline Monitor under 
appointrnentbyformerstateAttomeyGeneral 
John Van de Kamp. Fellmeth was 
responsible for investigating and 
recommending changes in the Bar'sattomey 
discipline system. The Center is staffed by 
Supervising Attorney Julie D'Angelo, staff 
counsel Elisa D' Angelo(both former Center 
interns), legislative advocate Steve Barrow, 
and support -staff Kim Parks and June 
Brashares. 
According to F ellmeth, perhaps the most 
. promising aspect ofCPIL scholarship and 
activity has been the entry jnto state 
regulatory agency staffs, legislative 
committee staffs, · and public interest 
advocacy groups of a large number of Center 
interns following graduation. "One of 
CPIL's graduates . is now the executive · 
director of the nation's third-largest utility 
rate payer advocacy groups, another works 
in the General Counsel's office of the state 
Department of Insurance, and two others 
se~e asth'echiefconsultants to. the Senate 
and Assembly Judiciary Committees. We 
offer experience and education in areas 
_outside the conventional private practice of 
.law areas in which the student-practitioner' 
can make a · difference in public policy 
making." 
FROM THE CPIL STAFF 
USD's Children's Advocacy Institute 
(CAI), a legal advocacy and research 
center dedicated to promoting the 
health and well-being of California's 
children, was recently awarded a U.S. 
Department of Education grant to 
establish a Child Advocacy Clinic. 
According to USO Professor and CAI 
Executive Director Robert C. 
Fellmeth, the clinical program will 
provide law students with direct legal 
experience in the preparation, trial 
and negotiation of cases that will 
enhance their knowledge and skill in 
dependency court proceedings and 
related administrative and legislative 
matters; provide law students with 
direct experience in policy analysis, 
formulation, and development 
through their participation in 
legislative and governmental agency 
work; and provide abused and 
neglected children with more 
effective representation in matters 
affecting them before dependency 
court. 
The Child Advocacy Clinic will 
build on the existing strength of 
USD's commitment to clinical 
education and the recognized 
expertise of CAI, whose 
interdisciplinary team of law, social 
science and health professionals has 
advocated children's interests for the 
past four ' years before the courts, 
government agencies, the legislature 
and the public. 
In order to participate in the Child 
Advocacy jClinic, students must , 
initially enroll in Child Rights and 
Remedies, a three-unit survey course 
to acquaint them with the significant 
legal issues; the course is taught by 
Fellmeth, and must be taken either 
as a prerequisite or concurrently with 
.---------------------------------.... the clinic. Once enrolled in the clinic, The USD Bookstore is more students will be placed either with a 
field supervisor or mentor attorney in than just a plac_e the San Diego County . Public 
The USO Bookstore Pefender's Office Child Advocacy that sells carries both IBM and Division, or with one of the staff 
Apple computer attorneys at the Children's Advocacy textbooks! hardware and software. Institute. At the .Public Defender's 
Office, each student will become part 
r 
6,411'1lb Stitilt Uf.f.l(, 
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Join The Bookstore 
In The Celebration 








The Bookstore carries a wide 
flarietu of Law School 




Friday - Saturday 
9:00-6:0P 
9:00 -4:00 
r S APPLE AUTHORIZED 
SERVICE CENTER LOCATED 
IN THE BOOKSTORE'S 
COMPUTER CENTER ·\.._ _________ _ 






(Located in the Loma Hall Lobby) 
Snacks, Muffins, Coffie, 
Sodas, Sandwiches, Salads, 
Bo~led Water, Candy, 
Fresh Popcorn, Cookies, Chips, 
Newspapn-s, Magazines, juices, 
Nachos, Froun Yogun .. 
-of an attorney/social worker team. In 
this capacity (and under the 
supervision of USO clinical faculty 
and the Public Defende(s supervising 
attorney), they will jnvestigate, 
interview, counsel and prepare cases 
in dependency court, administrative 
hearings or negotiation conferenees. 
Students placed with the Children's 
Advocacy Institute will work with CAI 
attorneys and advocates in policy analysis, 
formulation and development; they will 
have the opportunity to learn how to 
impact policy through the drafting of 
model statutes and direct participation in 
agency rulemaking and other regulatory 
proceedings that affect children's health 
and safety issues. 
According to Fellmeth, the area of 
juvenile law is little known, little 
understood, and practiced too 
infrequently to effectively address 
the needs of children. "The intent of 
this program is to raise the I7 vel of 
awareness of juvenile law as a 
lcgi ti mate field of practice, encourage 
more law students to become 
advocates on behalf of children, and 
\ Mon-Thurs i:45-6:00 train them to be aware, highly 
~Fri 7:45 • 4,oo, Su 9:oo. 4:00 A effective, well-prepared, and ethical 
:-::- . // L..;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;; ... ,;.;,,... __________ ,;::======='------.IPractitioners." 
Simply Fabulous 
Things at the USD 
Career Center! 
By ELIZABETH GENEL 
It's back to school time. There are 
many fabulous things associated with 
this special time of year. For example, 
getting your schedule straightened out 
( Go thank Verna, Pat and Karen for taking 
such good care of you. Thank them with 
flowers, cookies, chocolates and jewels, 
especially if you will need their help 
again), buying your books, returning your 
books, and my favorite: buying school 
supplies. Unfortunately, as a third year, 
what was a game to me last year is a 
horrendous nightmare this year. I am 
referring to the challenge of finding 
employment upon graduation~ Luckily 
. for me I remembered my friends at the 
Career Center: Susan, Kate and Linda:; I 
thought maybe they might have some 
ideas for me. I was in luck, and so are you 
because I will share them with you. 
The ladies at the Career Center have 
been busy this summer. They have 
these great binders, called State Agency 
binders, in the office which have the new 
California Attorney clerking survey 
results. These provide informatiort on 
attorney openings for 1994 and summer 
clerking openings for 1994. Check these 
to get contact names, phone numbers 
and deadlines. 
While I'm on the subject of deadlines, 
keep track of your deadlines. Nothing can 
be more frustrating than missing a great 
opportunity because you missed a 
deadline. Believe me, employers foll'ow 
them and so should you. A good rule 'of 
thumb for those of you interestdd"Tn 
private firms who offer company-cars and 
weekend retreats at Pebble Beach, have 
your resumes and cover letters sent out 
by October 15. For the more civic minded 
of you, most government jobs don't really 
hire until the spring. Something about 
their budgets, but you'll want to double 
check for the agencies you are interested 
In. 
There is something new called the 
"Career Services Program Survey.,., This 
isa survey which is designed to heljfthe 
Career Center determine how best to 
meet studentS' ·j·{lterests and the most 
convenient times to have se'minars. 
Future programming will be a direct result 
of the student responses to this survey; If 
you don't respond, don't complain when 
yo{i don't like what's on the agenda. 
Yes, the fall recruiting resume drop is 
over. But if you missed all the fun, take 
advantage of the firms who suggested 
students write directly. Obviously they 
meanitortheywouldn'tsaytodoit. Like 
they don't have enough resumes to throw 
out, I mean weed through. Use the 
October 15 deadline .as a guideline' for 
the "write directly" firms. 
Here's something new·, 
representatives from eight to ten law 
schools nationwide will participate 
in NALP's Alternative Careers 
Committee. Susan Benson is vice 
chair and will be instrumental in 
designing a survey directed at 
employers. More to come about this 
later. Students who have alternative 
career objectives, please stop by and 
talk to Susan Benson about them so 
she may specifically address your 
interests. 
If you have any questions or problems 
concerning your future, stop by the Career 
Center and they'll be glad to help you 
out. As for me, I'm headed to a psychic 
next week just in case. · ' 
) 
l ·~ ,, 
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Exhilirating Terror Greets White Water Rafting 
Law Student-- Rides the River.and Lives to Tell! 
By APRIL SPRITZER 
Alfred Hitchcock once said, ''There is no 
terror in a bang,only in the anticipation ofi t." 
OHHHHMYGOOOOOD.!!!! I heard _ 
myselfsayingoverandoveragainasl heard the 
rushing water getting closer. All I could think 
about was "Am I going to live?" Now don't get 
. me wrong, this was an exciting type of 
anticipation-pure fear-but exciting! All of a 
sudden, I was immersed in crashing waves of 
whitewater~ndholdingonfordearlife ... What 
a blast! These were only some of the feelings 
which overtook me for five days this past July 
as I conquered thewhitewaterof the Colorado 
River. It was an unforgettable adventure! 
My dad, Mr. Active, decided to take his 
children l1 0miles down the Colorado River to 
bond for his 50th birthday. "Great idea," I 
thought, not comprehending at the time what 
I was getting myself into! To get to the 
Colorado River we had to hike 10 miles down 
through the Grand Canyon. I had to get in 
iierious shape for this hike. Our exit from the 
~nyonwas via helicopter to Bar Ten Ranch · 
where we would receiveourfirstshowerin five 
days before flying out to the Grand Canyon 
Airport, the official end of what I was soon to 
find out.to be the adventure of a lifetime. 
Duetothehotsummerte~peratureswhich 
reach between 114 and 120 degrees, we left 
our comfortable overnight lodgings, with our 
backpacks(youcanpayeX:tratohaveyourbags 
. taken by donkey) and canteens at 5:30am. 
Thehikewasamazing! Ifyouhaveeverbeen 
to the Grand Canyon before, and viewed this 
historicalcanyononlyfromtherim. you haven't 
seenhalfofitsbeauty. Attimeswewouldlook 
upandbeoveiwhelmedbyitssight. Thewalls 
of the canyon towered over us, created by 
layers. and layers of massive rock. The hike, 
which was unguided, tookShourstocomplete; 
however, the last hour was definitely the most 
. painful! We had to hike uphill, in ankle deep 
beach-like sand, the sun now right overhead, 
to get to the bridge which would take us to the 
boats. Butwemadeit! Weweregreetedupon 
_arrival .by Wilderness River Adventures, the 
company who organized our trip. The trip 
package included four crew members, and 
two3 7~feedong, 16-feetwide motorized boats 
whic_h can carry up to 30 tons, no assembly 
required. Upon arrival of the rest of our group 
(26people ),we were instructed qnhowto pack 
ourwateq,roofbags,addressedonsafetyis.5ues, 
had lunch, packed the boat and then launched 
on our first river.outing. It.was incredible! 
1 There.are three places you can ride on the 
boat. The bathtub, located at the front of the 
boat where you get soaked no matter how 
small the rapid, the sideseatswheremostof the 
. seating is and thehorns, shaped like torpedoes 
located on each side of the boat. The horn is 
lik~ridingamechanicalbull, and where I rode 
most of the trip. This is the place where you 
not only get soaked, but feel the ride of the 
waves;and I must say, the most daring place to 
.ride! During certain rapids, we were not 
. allowed to ride the horn due to the strength of 
the.waves. The guides didn't want anyone 
falling off. Only one person did fall off the boat 
the entire trip. My sister-in-law, and it wasn't 
even during a rapid! Don't fear though, 
' eveiyonewearslif~ jackets at all times,and she 
was fine. 
0Jrguides informed us we were only going 
to hit mid-sized rapids, but would be 
conquering Ciystal, a ten, on our second day. 
Rapids are rated on a system of one to ten, ten 
being the scariest! The racing is determined 
on the level of the water at the time and how 
difficult it is to maneuver the boat safely 
through the rapid, not necessarily the visual 
size", though they appeared to correspond to 
their rating. The Colorado has the two biggest 
rapids in the United States. Ciystal is one, 
Lava Falls the other. However,I feel there can 
be no comparison between them. 
When we reached Ciystal, our first "killer'' 
rapid (no, no one was killed, I mean killer as in 
"killer, dude") we were all crying out, holding 
on for dear life. There are no seatbelts on the 
boat; you'd be amazed at how strong you get! · 
The boat was lifted by the first wave and 
slammeddowninaholecreatedbytheswelling 
up of the other wave which came over us and _ 
soaked the boat,andall ofus! (If you would iike 
visual aids to better appreciate this part, feel 
freetocomeseeme!) Talkaboutfear! You see 
the water part and can see the wave growing, 
leering above you for an instant, frozen in time, 
plotting its attack. All of a sudden, ittml'Mon 
top of you ... and that's only the beginning. 
Our days began as the sun rose and ended 
as the sun went down. Not only did we 
conquer the river each day, but we docked 
many times on the paradise beaches that 
are located throughout the canyon to go on 
side hikes. We discovered waterfalls that I 
only thought existed in one's imagination. 
MyfavoritehikewasDeerCreekFalls. We 
hiked 75 feet straight up the canyon wall to 
a little creek which overlooked the fast-
paced rapids of the Colorado river. This 
hike overpowered all fears I had of heights. 
Atone point, the ledge became veiy narrow 
with rock jutting out of the canyon wall 
maybe two feet. If you made one wrong 
move, you would fall into a crevice about 
six feet wide but 75 feet deep. Somehow, 
this little creek became a massive water 
fall, which fell into an amazingly small pool 
of water considering the amount coming 
down. The spray from the falls was so 
powerful it would soak you from 20 feet 
away. 
The last day of rafting was D-Day: the day 
we would set sail through Lava falls, the 
river's biggest rapid, a31 foot drop. At mile 
marker 178 there is a piece of volcanic rock 
called Vulcan's Anvil. This is exactly one 
mile before you hit Lava Falls.' Ea:ch ofus 
were given a penny to throw onto Vulcan's 
Anvil. It is said that if one person on your 
boat gets their penny to stay on the rock, 
·your trip down the falls will be successful. 
Of course, none of us got our pennies to 
stick. 'Fhen our guide, bless her heart, 
threw hers and it stuck. As we continued 
down the river, the ariticipation was eating 
us up. We had only heard stories of Lava 
Falls, until now. We could hear the rush of 
the rapids from a mile away and they 
proceeded to get louder as we got closer. 
We see a group of boats docked and people 
standing overlooking the falls yelling to us 
"Don'tdoit!" "Turn back!" Myheartwas 
racing. Then we heard the screams from 
.our sister boat as they disappeared overthe 
falls. OHMYGOD, we were next! As our 
turn arrived I told my Dad I loved him and 
grabbed the ropes, holding on for dear life 
as we plummeted into the white waters of 
the Colorado river. I heard myself scream, 
words that I don'fthink I should repeat, 
though I believe I was smiling the entire 
time. The water was so powerful as it 
smashed over us, throwing us against each 
other, over and over and over again. And 
then it was over. And I wanted to do it 
again! We all congratulated each other on 
staying in the boat and accomplishing yet 
another amazing feat. All fear I had ofanything 
waswashedoutof me. I conquered Lava Falls. 
I can now do anything! 
F oroursurviving this incredible adventure, 
we were pinned as "River Rats" in a ceremony 
held by our guides that evening. It was the last 
night in my bedroom with a ceiling of the 
clearest sky with the brightest stars that you 
will ever find and the security of the looming 
canyon walls protecting me from ... civilization! 
When we piled on the boats and left camp for 
the last time, you would never had known. we 
were there in the canyon. We took only 
memories and left only footprints. It was a 
most excellent time! 
Student Bar -Associati~n President's Report 
By BRAD FIELDS 
SBA Pnsident 
ABA Conferences: Among my first 
official duties as Student Bar 
Association President was to travel to 
an American Bar Association Regional 
Conference in Denver and the ABA 
National Convention in New York. 
The regional conference allowed me 
to meet other SBA Presidents . and 
ABA Representatives in our Circuit 
and to draft Resolutions for the ABA 
Convention in New York. I authored 
and sponsored one 
such resolution ; 
calling for the 
elimination of 
gender and ethnic 
bias in the Law 
School Admissions 
Test. This resolution, 
by SBA Diversity 
Liaison Judy Carbone, 
was among 
approximately · 20 
resolutions that were 
passed by the ABA 
Law Stµdent 
Division Assembly 
in New York. It was ~--M•-~ ..J, · ...
please contact him or her through, •. 
student mailboxes or notify the SBA 
office. 
Budget Committee Meeting: The 
SBA Budget Committee will meet 
Saturday, September 11th to 
distribute where your $50 SBA fees. 
Watch for our budget decisions in an 
upcoming issue of Motions. 
Fall Elections: All first-year 
students are eligible to run for class 
representative. Each first year section 
(A, B, C, & E) will elect one 
representative 




. at the SBA 
office. The 
Declarations 
are due Friday, 
September 
10th, at 5pm in 
~he SBA office. 
There will .be an 
not only a·great thrill 





at noon in 
Warren 133. & 
school at the conference, but also to 
have the opportunity to present such 
a resolution in front of students from 
around the country. I long suspected 
that USD has one of the most involved 
and active SBA's around the nation 
(we were honored in 1992 as the 
outstanding national chapter), but in 
New York I discovered this to be 
true. I hope that we can continue to 
build on the strong base left by the. 
past SBA administrations. 
Orientation: I would rike to thank 
everyone who helped out, including all 
the orientation leaders in the classrooms 
and the administrators. Without a 
schoolwide effort, orientation would not 
have been possible. 
. Fall Picnic: After the first week of 
classes, we had the annual law school 
picnic. Thanks to everyone who 
helped out and to PAD for the 
volleyball nets. Special thanks to 
SBA third-year rep. Diane Ladd, chair 
for the picnic. 
Mentor Program: The Mentor 
Program Reception will be held on 
Thursday, September 9th from 4:30 
to 6:30PM in the foyer of the first 
floor of the law school. If you are not 
able to meet your lylentee/Mentor, 
Scholarships 
(Continued from Page I) 
character with financial need. 
10. Ronald Maudsley Memorial 
Scholarship: $1,000 award to a second 
year day or evening student who 
demonstrates academic 
accomplishment and potential for 
scholarly achievement. 
1 L Copley Press Scholarship: $1,000 
award to a student demonstrating the 
most financial need. 
12 . Philip Y. Hahn Memorial 
Scholarship F'und: $500 award for a 
student demonstrating financial need. 
13. Adele Gilman Scholarship: $250 
award to an _outstanding female 
student in the evening division who 
has made significant contributions to 
the community. 
.14. RichardT. Mulvey Memorial Book 
Scholarship: Annual $250 book 
scholarship to a disabled law student. 
15. Gary Shoemaker Scholarship For 
this meeting, we will distribute the rules 
regarding campaigning. Elections will 
be Tuesday and Wednesday, 
September 14th and 15th. 
There may also be ballot initiatives 
to be voted on by all students. 
Follow-Up Orientation: First-
years ... don't miss this! I talked about 
itatorientation. We will be providing 
important information about dealing 
with stress and alcohol in law school 
as well as providing a question and 
answer session for you to talk to upper-
class students who have previously 
done well in your professors; classes. 
This program will be on September 
28th from 4-7pm in Forum A and Bin 
the University Center. 
Halloween Party: Watch for info 
about · the law school's annual 
Halloween bash. It will be on Friday 
or Saturday, Oct~ber 29 or 30. More 
information is pending. Don't miss 
it! 
' If you have any questions, feel free 
to con~act me or any ~f the other SBA 
officers in the SBA office or at 260-
4600 ext. 4346. Also, our SBA 
meetings are public. We meet weekly 
on Wednesdays at 4:30pm in the 
Horseshoe Room, Warren 133. 
Disabled Students: $100 award to a 
disabled student. 
16. Michael Konz Memorial 
Scholarship: Michael, a (ult-time 
human relations specialist at General 
Dynamics, was killed in a work related 
accident. Varying amounts will be 
awarded to continuing evening 
students in the upper one-half of their 
class who work full-time. Candidates 
who best.embody Michael's qualities 
of philanthropy, wit, optimism, 
integrity, and a dedication to the study 
of law will be selected. Letters of 
recommendation are suggested. 
17. Briscoe Memorial Scholarship: 
Varying amount~ to a student who has 
been involved in community activities or 
volunteer service during law school. 
18. S.A. Sutterfield Memorial Book 
Scholarship: Two bpok scholarships 
in the amount of $250 each will be 
awarded to meritorious disabled 
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Three-L Finds Sense 
of Satisfaction in 
Prosecutor's Office 
By KATHRYN E. MEOLA 
I walked into the courtroom hoping to 
watch the procedures, trying to figure out 
what would be expected of'me during this 
full-time clerking job. This was my first 
day at the Juvenile Division of the San 
Diego District Attorney's Office. As I was · 
sitting .in the spectator . sea_ts, · I 
apprehensively observed the Deputy 
Distric~ Attorneys (DDAs) running from . 
courtroom to courtroom, trying to figure out 
when their case might be. called. All of a 
sudden, \l ODA comes up to me and says, 
"Are you certified?" The tension was 
evident in her voice, and even before I 
could respond in the affirmative, she asked, 
"Can you handle this plea for me? All you 
have to do is sii there ... .'' Sure. So on my :,, 
first day at-this.division,- I walked into the 
well of the courtroom and sat down at the 
People's table,-ready to do my first case. 
I was able to handle approximately 35 
trials over the entire summer, for charges 
ranging from robbery, vehicle theft, vehicle 
burglary, residential burglary ( or "res burg"), 
possession of. marijuana, possession of 
cocaine, being un_der the influence, assault 
with a deadly weapon, battery, graffiti (or 
"taggers") and, my favorite, possession ofa 
handgun (a Colt 45). The officers on that 
case got a little ~~rvous when I kept ;sking 
them how to work the gun, and about the 
impact of the kickback if the gun is fired. 
They ~ind oflooked at me strangely, and 
said, "Whydoyouwanttoknowthat?" lust 
cunous ... 
I also handled motions for informal 
supervision (kind of a diversionary 
prog~am), which are commonly called 
"654s.'' These are the files that the DDAs 
love to hand to the law clerks, so by the end 
of the summer I was pretty much an expert 
at arguing them because the same arguments 
are used over and over. The outcome 
usually comes dow11 to the minor's 
performance at school. Although tedious 
by dint of numerosity, these motions 
afforded a chance to exercise "prosecutorial 
discretion," because if the minor looked 
clean cut and had only been carrying a 
Swiss Army pocket knife, then you could 
choose not to oppose the motion and allow 
the minor to go on informal probation for six 
months. lftheminorsuccessfullycompletes 
all of the terms of his probation (40 hours 
community service, curfew, etc.), then the 
case is dismissed at the end of the six 
months. 
There are also motions which are called 
contested dispositions. Disposition is 
sentencing in Juvenile Court, and what 
usually happens is that the probation officer 
investigates the minor's history and family 
life and the charges which were found 
"true," and then makes a recommendation 
for disposition. If the D DA or the defense 
counsel disagrees with the disposition, then 
they can set a hearing called a contested 
disposition during which either side can 
bring up aggravating or mitigating 
circumstances. One time I was down in 
court arguing a 654 motion, when one of the 
DDAs explained that his trial was starting 
in another court.room, and could I please 
handle twoCon1bsted Dispositions? Sure ... 
Please Tum to Page 8, Column I 
Summer aerk Opportunities for Law Students 
Show Students the Diversity of the Legal Profession 
Medical Malpractice 
Clerk Encourages All to 
Seek Summer Work 
By CATHERINE COTTIS 
I was very fortunate to have the opportunity -
to work at the San Diego civil Ii tigation firm 
ofMclnnis, Fitzgerald; Rees & Sharkey this 
slimmer. The _firm has about 55 attorneys, 
almost all of whom went to local law schools. 
The· firm is known as an. insurance defense 
firm, but they also do some:! plaintiffs work. 
The areas oflaw I was exposed to include 
construction defect, health care, personal 
injury and employment law. Everyone I 
worked with was hard-working and very 
friendly and fun. 
As a summer associate, I participated 
mostly in research of legal problems or 
procedures. The summer associate 
coordinator doled out research projects to 
the four summer clerks as they came in from 
the attorneys. Then it was up to us to talk to 
the assigning attorney, research the problem 
and write about our findings. 
This was a terrifying task when I first 
started. To begin with, I didn't really know 
what a research memo was. Had I missed 
that day in Lawyering Skills when they_ 
All This anrf a Stay at 
· Caesar's Palace Too--An 
· Adventure in Crime 
By GEOFF MORRISON 
This summer, l clerked at the law firm 
ofGoldberg, Frant&Hall(GF&H), which 
specializes in federal and state criminal 
defense. Because I wasn't scheduled to 
begin work until the beginning of June, 
however, I started the summer at a local . 
construction defect firm which shall remain 
nameless. 
The difference between working 
construction defect and criminal defense 
was, to me, akin to the difference between 
drinking warm Black Label beer while 
waiting for the game to come on the radio, 
and drinking chillt'd Heinekins in a 
stadium sky box. While I could bore you 
with at least a paragraph sentence about 
the thrills of scupper ( construction lexicon 
for walkway drain) placement litigation, 
I'll skip straight to the good stuff. 
GF&H specializes in the defense of 
extradition cases, and has represented 
defendants in several of the most 
prominent published decision pertaining 
to extradition law. I was able to work on 
the · defense of an accused Irish drug 
smuggler sought by France, and two 
wealthy Mexican nationals sought by the 
Mexican government in connection with 
seperate allegations of white collar 
offenses. In connection with these cases, 
I performed discovery functions, did legal 
research and drafted correspondence to 
attorneys both in the United States and 
overseas. 
G F &H also handles a number of drug 
handed out a sample? Second, I had no 
idea how to begin researching anything. 
Believe me, it didn't matter that I had now 
been through four appellate moot court 
competitions and accordingly researched 
four moot court briefs. Example: "In a 
wrongful termination case, is a jury finding 
of Breach of the Implied . Covenant of 
Good Faith and Fair Dealing, but not a . 
Breach of Contract, an inconsistent jury· 
verdict such that a new trial may be 
granted?" Yikes! lhad no idea, and what's 
more I.thought it would probably take me 
at leasta week to find out, but the attorney 
wanted the answer the next day! 
I eventually got over the basic research 
hurdle. A lot of the challeJlge for me was to 
let myself jump into a project and struggle 
through it. I realized that part of being an 
attorney · is · knowing how; to approach a 
legal problem; you don't have to know the 
answer off the top of your head. Soon my 
legal research and writing skills were 
sharpened. The basic knowledge I'd 
learned in class helped me understand 
more complicated legal problems and how 
to research them. 
Additionally, I wrote a few motions and 
pleadings. These were also difficult, 
primarily beca9se I kne~ thatwhatl wrote 
would be scrutinized bya judge and research · 
attorneys. I felt that I was really doing the 
worlttof a lawyer and putting my legal 
education to practical use. 
Working in a law firm for the first time 
dispelled a couple misconceptions I had. 
First of all, I learned thatyoudonothave to 
be in the top ten% of the class to get a job. 
Second, starting as an attorney in a private 
law firm does not necessarily mean you will 
not see the inside of a courtroom for five 
years. 
I am not ranked near the top of my class. 
During fall recruiting last year I was 
discouraged· that there weren't more law 
firms coming on campus to interview 
Students b~low(waaay below)the top 10%. 
I was offered a slimmer clerks hi pat Mcinnis 
Fitzgeraldduringspringrecruitment. They _  ,
were interested in interviewing me, and 
hiring me, because of my prior work 
experience and my involvementw\th moot 
court. Don't think that because you're not 
a stellar student you don't have anything to 
offer a firm. 
Second, it's true theattorneys'atMclnnis 
Fitzgerald are not in the courtroom their 
first day on the job. However, they aren't still 
planted in theli braryafterfouryearson the job. 
Please Tum to Page 8, Column 3 
Catherine Cottir 
cases on retainer. On one case, I was 
responsible for the preparation of 
discovery requests to be sent to the Los 
Angeles DistricAttorney. Thi~ required 
the preparation of a chart, referencing 
every page in three 500 page volumes of 
papers already obtained from the D.A. · 
Even using a dictaphone, the chart took 
me three and a half days to prepare. This 
was the only assignment where I actually 
found myself pining for the days when l 
wrote motions in limine to exclude the 
expert testimony of scupper placement 
professionals. 
Among the better experiences I had at 
GF&H were the following: 
• I was solely responsible for all of 
the preparation of a case where San 
Diego Sheriff's Deputies beat, 
-clubbed, maced, thwacked with 
batons, thumped with flashlights, 
handcuffed, hog-tied and then turned 
their K-9 attack dog loose on a man 
who was standing in his own back 
yard. He was subsequently arrested 
for (what elseil) resisting arrest and·is · 
currently a'.waiting trial. 
• I was sent, with guest, to Las 
Vegas where l stayed in the firm's 
suite at Caesar's Palace for several 
nights. (I had a great time, but I ate 
my shorts at the tables.) 
• I handled, from start to finish, a 
· motion to suppress the testimony of a 
police officer who claimed. to be an 
expert in detecting signs of 
intoxication. We won. 
I've been asked, on more than one 
occasion, "How can you defend someone 
who you know is guilty?" I now know to 
reply, "It's easy ... you go to the billing 
file, pull out the client's retainer 
agreement, and stare at all the zeros on 
the check. If that doesn't convince you 








By BRAD FIELDS 
This summer, I worked as a 
Summer Associate at Edwards, 
White & Sooy, a San Diego 
insurance defense firm. I learned 
a lot and .had fun--a rare 
combination in the real world. 
The first question that people 
generally want answered about • 
myjobishowlgotit. Asa second 
year student, I began to look for 
a summer position last fall. My 
search was limited by . two 
important factors: I wanted to 
stay in San Diego, and I wanted 
to work in the area of civil 
litigation. Duringthe fall resume 
drop period, I dropped resumes 
for all the San Diego firms for 
, which I was ~ligible. 
Unfortunately, I received only 
one call-back interview and no 
offers from the firms that 
interviewed on-campus. 
Fortunately, I had also sent 
resumes to about 35 San Diego 
firms that did not interview at 
USD. I chose these firms from a 
list of firms with ten or more 
attorneys that I obtained from 
career services. Ofthose35 firms, 
The District Attorney 
(continued from Page 7) 
PI had not yet read a thing about 
the cases, except that one of them 
contained a California Youth 
Authority (CYA) 
recommendation. CYA is the 
highest level of punishment 
available to the Juvenile Court. 
On that case, the judge followed 
the recommendation and the 
minor turned around and looked 
at his mother and started crying. 
That was hard to watch, but as I 
read !?ore thoroughly into the 
file, I realized there was no other 
place for this minor; all of the 
other r-es-ources had been 
exhausted through the minor's 
own unwillingness to stay at other 
facilities or to follow the law. 
Now for some war stories... I 
conducted a trial for a simple 
battery--or 'so I thought. The 
minor {Juvenile Court term for 
defendant), a 16-year-old girl, had · 
hither 26-year-old boyfriend with 
a fryirig pan, her fists and a crutch. 
The police officers rioted that the 
victim had a red mark on his face 
from the frying .pan ,and that she 
did not have any physical signs of 
bruising. She also admi.tted 
everything to the cops and said 
she wanted to kill hint, after 
receiving her Miranda warnings. 
Slam dunk, huh? I interviewed 
the victim .and found out that, 
accordin,g to him, the girl was 
always "flying off the handle" and 
their relationship had not been 
going along v:erywell. I asked him 
if this sort of thing had ever 
happened before and he said no. 
When my victim got on ~e stand, 
however, he ,became belligerent 
and hostile as the defense counsel 
cross-examined him, helping the 
defense's self-defense theory. 
When the very petite (five feet 
tall and 95 pounds) minor got on 
I received two interviews, one of 
which was with EWS. 
, My interview at EWS was 
typical for an initial interview, 
similar in nature to many of the 
on-campus interviews. However, 
near the end of the interview, I 
discovered that this. initial 
interview would be the only 
interview that EWS would use to 
evaluate me. Fortunately, I got 
the job. 
EWS is a mid-sized San Diego 
firm with about 30 attorneys, 
specializing in the area of 
insurance defense. Insurance 
defense is the typical defense 
side to civil litigation. Such firms 
are .hired by insurance companies 
to represent their insured clients. 
Upon reflection and discussion 
with my friends who clerked at 
other firms this past summer, I 
feel that my experience was 
similar to the experiences of 
others at middle to large sized 
firms. While I may not have had 
the in-depth exposure to the field 
of civil litigation that one could 
get when working for either a 
small firm or a solo practitioner, 
I feel that I had a wider exposure 
to diverse areas of law than did 
others. I drafted pleadil1.gs and 
motions, as did most law clerks. 
I performed legal research in civil 
litigation areas of torts, 
the stand, she stated that she was 
afraidofthevictimandthattheyhad 
gotten into many fights in the past 
. where he hit her and she called the 
police. She denied ever hitting my 
victim with the {iying pan, and said 
that she had been lying to the cops 
before, butwas telling the truth now. 
During her entire testimony, she 
was bouncing her five-month-old 
sononherlap. (Guesswhothefather 
was? My mctim.) Anyway, we ran 
outoftimeand thetrialgotcontinued, 
andlwasabletointerviewmyvictim 
onceagain. Thistime,lsaid, "Listen, 
#$$ &@A%, you have got to be 
straightwith me ... have you ever hit 
the minor before?" 
He replied, "No, no I never hit 
her, but one time we were 
wrestling and she got knocked 
into the table, but she was fine/' 
(Wn:stling?) Then he says, "Have 
you ever been to Moose's? I think 
I've seen you there ... " I haven't 
been back to Moose's since. 
I did get a "true finding" (i~ 
Juvenile Court, true finding is the 
same as a Guilty . Verdict in 
Municipal and Superior Courts), 
but the judgewas clearly not happy 
with my 26-year-old victim, and 
the fact that the 16-year~old minor 
had his child. Moral of t!ze story:_ 
Whenever something seems like 
a slam dunk, look again. 
There was one more witness 
that I want to tell you about. This-
case was about a gang fight and 
the people involved were all 
juveniles from rival gangs .. One of 
the minors called his 10-year-old 
friend to the stand. This little 
boy's eyes · barely reached the 
microphone and his feet could not 
reach the floor as he sat in the 
witness chair. He testified on 
direct examination that he was 
watching the fight before him and 
he was also able to see the police 
cars pull up onto the scene. The 
DDA got up and began to cross-
constitutional law, evidence, civil 
procedure, bankruptcy and 
property law. I also conducted a 
site inspection of a construction 
defect case on my own and 
complied with the applicable 
discovery requirements. Ifl had 
worked fora smaller firm, I would 
have probably drafted more 
motions and pleadings but I 
wouldn't have had the 
opportunity to conduct legal 
research in as many different 
areas of law. 
However, 1 did more that just 
work last summer. I was allowed 
to see many different aspects of 
the court system as well. I 
attended some depositions, a 
case management conference, an 
on-site client interview, a 
document depository, and many 
portions of a construction defect 
trial. Also, EWS held ~emi-
monthly lunchtime education 
seminars for the summer 
associates where we learned 
about various aspects of the civil 
litigation practice. 
I remain interested in the area 
of civil litigation. Although I did 
notoriginallyseeka job specifically 
in the area of insurance defense, I 
enjoyed my summer as that area 
. of practice. In short, I had a great 
summer. Good luck to all who are 
seeking jobs. 
examine the child. "You testified 
that you were watching the fight 
thewholeti·me,right?" "Yes," the , 
witness replied. "And you also i 
testified that you could see the 
police cars pull up on the side of 
the street, isn!t that correct?" "Yes, 
that's right." The DDA looked 
perplexed, and asked 
incredulously, "How could you I 
see the police cars pull up on the 
side while the whole time you 
were watching the fight in front of 
you" The boy straightened up in 
the witness chair and retorted, "I 
have two eyes!" 
Medical Malpractice 
(Continued from Page 7) 
Within their first year, the newer 
attorneys participate in the full 
Emerg:ncy Changein 
Plans Could Be 
Blessingin Disguise 
week. Yet after- the~ initial · 
shock and confusiQn, I found 
myself ·writing and :a-rguing 
motions, second-chairing 
misdemeanor trials, conducting 
my own preliminary hearings, 
By ROBIN SEGAL an~ running around with 
What happens when, in investigators gathering 
November, you receive a informationfortheAkikitrial. I 
summer job offer at a civil basically was learning to be a 
firm for $1,000 per week, and lawyer, and my mentors were 
the law firm calls you in:April some. of the best trial 
and reneges due to "financial attorneys I had ever seen. 
difficulties?" First you panic. As I was learning the ropes 
Then you get angry. Then regarding the techniques of 
you sit down and realize that · litigation, the do'•s·and-don'ts 
it might be a blessing in of plea bargaining and the 
disguise for now you have the · speech to be given, at every 
opportunity to do what you felony arraignment;-1 was also 
really wanted to do--work in learning something· of even 
criminal law. So you phone greater importance. I was 
the Public Defender's office discovering the true meaning 
and you offer to work full time of the words "innocent until · 
for free. That is how my proven guilty." As a public 
summer began after my defender,lwasdefendingnot 
second year of law school. only my clients' actions, but 
Little did I know that I was more importantly, the 
about to emb.ark on the most co·ncept of due process. 
rewarding summer of my life . • These people deserved a fair 
My work at the Public trial with evidence that was 
Defender's office started with properly obtained. I've been 
a one week orientation. I was asked, "How can you defend 
put in a room with 20 law someone that you know is 
students divided i,nto three guilty?" And now I reply, "I 
categories: the paid law clerks defend them with the same 
who were at the top of the Constitutional rights as the 
hierarchy, the interns who innocent person who is 
were receiving credit but no prosecuted." 
money, and the volunteers My summer gave me much 
who were receiving no credit more than trial experience. 
and no money. I, of course, It gave me a new career goal 
fell into category number which I am eager to pursue. 
three. But I soon discovered To anyone who is thinking 
that my categorization made-' aboutworkingincfrimi riaJ-law; 
no difference. If I wanted to either as a summ~r clerk or as 
be treated like the best, I just a career, I have one more 
had to perform the best. The piece of advice . There was 
office encouraged the one common thread that ran 
summer clerks to excel, and I through all of the a,ttqrneys .i n 
did. the office. It was not law 
Isoondiscoveredthatlwould review, and it _ was not Ivy 
have to learn how to balance League law scli&ols. It was 
assignments from fe'lony dedication. That, and a love 
attorneys, misdemeanor of what you are .doing. If you 
attorneysandmysupervisorwho have these two qualities, you 
J ran mandatory mock trial have what it takes, to-work as 
training for the clerks once a a Pu~lic Defen~~~- i, 
developmentofacasegoingtotrial. Small Firm Litigation Offers Wilie '"' 
They conduct depositions, handle 
settlement conferences, appear at Exllerience But With Pressure 'Too :,_ r ' ' . a~itrarions and mediations, and • . ··~> "~.i;~;o,~:_ ... ·: . 
argue motions in court. And it isn't By FRANCES QUEVEDO Al though the holl-f!I were long 
longbeforetheyhandletheirown I spent this summer a·ndthe .pressur~~a·s ~a.'ttimes 
trials.Granted,asasummerassociate ·, working in a small plaintiff's unreal, ;the expci ierice· was 
atafinnyouwon'tbeappearingin business litigation firm in invaluable. , "':.,"~~··'f._ 
court, but you will get 'great downtown Los Angeles. For I h~;e never worked for a 
experience with the fundamental anyone who knows me, you large l;w firm s~:'f-i•fanot talk 
skillsoflegal analysis, research and know this is a world away from about the virtues of small 
writing. Onceyou'vegotthoseskills • what I want to do. However, vers,µs liirgefirms_., .I d_o)mow 
a, • <, • . • 
down,handlingacivilcaseincourtis , with times as they are, I was that two attorneys and a law 
a lot less complicated. not in a position to turn down clerk a're not enough for a co-
Finally, your classmates will this opportunity. rec softball team:.,-Howe~er, 
be a constant source of support Fortunately, having worked a small ,firm doe~ . .Provide an 
during the initial intimidating for this firm last summer, I excell~e'nt · p • learning 
daysofworking.lwasluckythat knew what I was in for. environment. I found the 
a fellow USD student, Chris Working fora small firm, I attorneys and office statf to 
lvey,wholdidnotknowbefore was given tremendous be incredibly sup~9,J. tive and 
the summer, also worked at responsibility. From day one, willing to help. ,Whil•e the 
Mcinnis Fitzgerald. It was I was constantly researching work w,s demandJng,) ,t . was 
comfortingthathewasaslostas and writing motions. I extremelyrewar~ingtokri'ow 
lwasthosefirstfewdays. When participated in client that I had a dire~t impa-~t in 
I couldn't bear to ask a partner conference calls, sat in on the outcome of a , client's 
what he meant when he said depositions, observed several problem. And while I have 
"check the Rudder Group" I court proceedings. I h'ad no long term interest in 
could corner Chris and find out direct contact with client~. I business litigation, the 
what was going on. Phew! received immediate feedback experience I gained was well 
on the quality of my work. worth the time and effort. 
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Visiting Professors Bring ~Diverse 
Knowledge and Experience to the 
USD Law School Community 
,., .. . :_,: .. , ". . . ·. . . . / ' . . . . 
· F acuity Publications, Appointments and Addresses, 1992-1993 
By, LARIS,SA KEHOE 
University of San Diego 
School ofr Law welcomes 
several visiting faculty 
members .to 'its,ranks this year. 
Professor,,Randall Johnson 
comes .to -USD from the 
University of Georgia. Prof. 
Johnson; who has been an 
, Assistant Professor at Georgia 
since 1990, received his J.D. 
from Yale La:w: School and his 
M.P .P .M. from the Yale School 
of Organization and Managment 
in 1984. He was admitted to the 
Bar in Illinois in 1986, and to the 
Washington, D,C. Bar in 1990. 
After clerking for U.S. Court of 
Appeals Judge DarnonJ. Keith 
of the Sixth Circuit in Detroit 
from 1984-85.,Prof.Johrison was 
an associate at Schiff, Hardin 
& Waite in Chicago from 
1985-87, and then at Katten, 
Munchin & Zavis in Chicago 
from 1987-89. He currently 
teaches ,Housing Law. 
Professor William Lawrence, 
visiting USO from the University 
of Kansas, received his B.A. in 
1966 and J.D. in 1972 from the 
UniversityofOr<?gon. After being 
admitted to the Oregon Bar in 
1972, Prof. Lawrence did graduate · 
law study at George Washington 
University from 1973-74. 
Prof. Lawrence worked as an 
attorney for the U.S. 
Department of 
Transportation, and for the 
National . Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration in 
Washington, D.C. before 
taking a position at the 
UniversityofToledo~ After a 
two year stint as a visiting 
Professor at Vanderbilt 
University, Pref. Lawrence 
went to Kansas, where he has 
been a Professor since 1986. 
Prof. Lawrence teaches UCC 
Article 2A and UCC Sales and 
Commercial Paper. 
Professor Robert Vaughn comes 
to USO from his position as the A. 
Allen King Scholar & Professor 
from American University, where 
he has taught since 1972, been 
Professor since 1977, and served 
as Deputy Acting Dean 1984-85. 
Prof. Vaughn holds his B.A. (1966) 
and J.D. (1969) from the 
University of Oklahoma, where 
he was Editor in Chief of the 
Oklahoma Law Review, and an 
LL.M. from Harvard (1970). In 
addition to having published 
several articles, Prof. Vaughn has 
served on the ABA Special 
Committee/Commission on 
Lawyers in Government from 
1985-89. Prof. Vaughn teaches 
Torts. 
The USO La-.v 
Reporter 
Wants You! 
Year in panmthesis is date of hi" · 
LAWRENCE A. ALEXANDER 
(1970) 
Publications: 
"The AOL Hate Crime Statute 
and the First Amendment," 1992 
Criminal Justice Ethics 49. 
"A Comment on Cass-Sunstein's 
Equality" (co-·authored wi'th 
Emily Sherwin), 9 Constitutional 
Commentary 189 (1992). 
"Constitutional Torts, the 
Supreme Court, and the Law of 
Noncontradiction: An Essay on 
Zinermon v. · Burch," 87 
Northwestern University Law 
Review 576 (1993). 
"Foreword: Coleman -and 
Corrective Justice," 15 Haroard 
Journal of Law & Public Policy 
621 (1992). 
Review of Robert Schopp, 
"Automatism; Insanity and the 
Psychology of Criminal 
Responsibility," _Ethics_ 
(1992). 
"Self-Defense, Justification and 
Excuse," 22 Philosophy & Public 
Affairs 53 (1993). 
"Voluntary Acts: The Child/ 
Davidson Trilemma," 1992 
Criminal Justice Ethics 98. 
"What Makes Wrongful 
Discrimination Wrong?: Biases, 
Preferences, Stereotypes and 
Proxies," 141 Un'iversity of 
Pennsylvania Law R£view 149 
(1992). 
Addresses: 
Moderator and participant, 
Conference on Risks arid ' 
Wrongs, USO, February 1992. 
Moderator and participant, 
Conference on Religiou1s 
Argurnents Regarding Public 
Policy in a Liberal Democracy, 
USO, April 1992. 
Panelist, Conference on 
Feminism and the Law, UCSD 
Women's Center, San Diego, 
May l992. 
Keynote address, U.S. 
C::onstitution Observance 1992, 
San Diego, Se.ptetl)ber 1992: 




Faculty Advisor, Christian Legal · · -
Society. 
: Board of Directors, USO Law -
• Alumni Association. 
Board of Directors, Kairos Prison 
Ministry. 
·,ROY L. BROOKS (1979) 
· Publications: 
"A Critical Race Theory " 
Critique ~f the Right to a Jury 
Trial under Title VII," _ 
Journali of Law and Public Policy 
_(1992). 
I 
"Drugs and Racism," in Race 
and Ethnic Relations (Routledge 
· Press, L~ndon, Dec~mber 1992). 
"OntheNatureoftheCommon ."Justice Clarence Thomas," in · 
Law," Northwestern University · Race and Ethnic Relations 
Law School Faculty, Fall 1992: (Routledge Press, London, 
Appointments: December 1992). 
Visiting 'Scholar, Northwestern Review of "Property Rights and 
University Law School, Fali .. Poverty: Political Argument in 
Semester 1992. Britain, 1605-1834,"_ Anna/s 
LAURA M. BE REND (1983) oftheAmericanAcademyof Political 
Addresses: 
Panelist, Symposium on. 
Victim's Rights, McGeorge Law 
School, April 1992. 
Coordinator and participant, 
"Race, Ethnicity, Culture, 
Gender, and the Criminal 
Accused," USO Conference, 
March 1993. 
DARRELL D. BRATTON 
(1967) 
Appointments: 
Director, USO LL.M. (General) 
Program. 
Faculty Advisor, USO Law 
and Social Science_ (1993 ). 
Questions and Answers: Civil 
Procedure (l 992 Supplement), 
Spectra Publishing Co. 
Addre,rses: 
Virgil Hawkins Address: "The 
Social Ends of Law: Is Justice 
Possible?" UniversityofFl~rida, 
March 1992. 
"The Right to Self-
Determination in International 
Law," International Institute, 
UniversityofFlorida,April 1992. 
7'/ease Tum to Page 10, Column 1 
Need A.Job? 
Let ADVENTURES IN RED, INC. produce your, professional resume 
package for less than you could do it yourself. 
II you can write, edit, 
pictures, speU or 
have a rudimentary 
unclerstanding ol 
gran,11..,.., we not only 
want yo~ we need yC,U:)· · 
For a cost of between 25¢ & 50¢ per firm, we will laserprint your 
cover letters, envelopes and resumes, personally addressed to the 
hiring contact at each firm. 
DleUSDLaw........-, 
tormer,X Motions, is an 
entirely student run 
... ~oated to, 
keepii,j_yc,u inloralecl-
ahout the USD ---~-
W'dfio.ut Y4'11r ·support,_ . ..__and I 
eontributions we would 
'mttedst.' 
II you wish to eo1atribute 
toDleUSDLaw 
Reporter, please can us 
at 260--4600, eld. 4343, or 
speak 1".o Bob Little, 
Elbabeth Genel or Chris 
Trunzo. 
Just give us a cover letter, a copy-ready resume and a check, and 
within three weeks; we -will deliver your complete resume 
. package. Or we can create your resume for a fee of $2~.00 or your 
personalized cover letter for a fee of $17.50. 
Qr both for a fee of $42.50. 
The market may seem .grim, but Adventures In Red, Inc. clients 
have enjoyed outstanding success. Ninety-five PE:rtent of our fall 
1992, second _year clients received interviews. . ' 
KEEP IN MINO: 
·_• The ay_erage law. stuciel)t sends between 190 \~r 2000 resumes. 
• 'There are currently only a handh,11 of laserprinters .on the market 
that can accomodate more than a few envelopes at a time. 
· •Resume-quality paper costs :between 4¢ ·& 12¢ per sheet . 
(Between $20 & $60 for 500 firms.) 
• .L(l,serpdntiI1g costsbetwe~n 10~ &75,¢ apiece. 
(Between $50 & $3-25 for 500 firms.) · 
• Envelopes cost between. 2¢ & l1 ¢ apiece. 
(Between $10 & $55 for 500 firms.) 
• MARKETING )'O~SELF TO Tf::IE 542 FIRMS IN TJ-W 
ADVENTURES IN RED, INC. 
LOS ANGELES DATABASE WILL COST YOU ONLY$160.50 + POSTAGE. 
WE CAN SAVE YOU AS MUCH AS $300, NOT TO MENTION THE VALUE OF 
YOUR TIME SPENT PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER. 
Call (8QO) JOB-LCTR for details and price lists. 
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"Law, Politics, ·and the African-American 
Family,'.' Alachua County Mental Health 
Association, Minnesota, September 1992. 
Panelist, "Civil Rights Theories," UCSD, 
November, 1992. 
Awards: · 
The Gustavus Meyers Outstanding Book 
Award for the best scholarship on the subject 
of civil rights; for his book: RBthinking the 
AmericanRoaProbkm, UniversityofCalifomia 
Press, 1992.' 
Meeting Simulation," A.A.L.S. teaching 
methods section,A.A.L.S. Annual Meeting, 
San Francisco, 1993. 
JOSEPH J. DARBY (1965) 
Publications: 
"G.A.T.T. and the United States: the 
Future of Free Trade in the Global 
Economy" (in German), Geneva, 1992. 
Addnsses: 
Lectures on "Comparative Constitutional 
Law" and "U.S. Constitutional Law," (in 
German) University of Cologne, January-
February 1992. 
Lectures on "lntrodyction to ,U.S. Law" 
_and "International Economic Law," 
Uniyersity of Saarland, Germany, April-
June 1992. 
"Fundamental Principles of U.S. 
Constitutional Law" (in German), 
University of Leipzig School of Law, July 
' 1992. 
"Introduction to U.S. Law" (in French), 















UNICEF Conference, San Diego, 
December 1992. 
Appointments: 
Price Chair in Public Interest Law. 
Director, USD's Center for Public Interest 
Law. 
E~ecutive Director, Children's Advocacy 
Institute. 
Chairman of the Board, Public Citizen Inc., 
Washington, D.C. 
RALPH H. FOLSOM (1975) 
Publications: 
Supplements and revisions to Antitrost and 
Trade &gulation Laws in von Kalino~ski, 
ed., Matthew Bender, 1992. 
Supplement to California Administrative and 
Antitrost Law (with R. Fellmeth), 
Butterworth Legal Publishers, 1992. 
Supplements to Connecticut Estates Pmctice 
Series, six volumes, Lawyer's Cooperative 
Publishing, 1992. 
European Community . Law After 1992: A 
Practical Guide for 
Lawyers Outside the 
Common · Market · 
(editor and · 
contributor; with 
Nanda and Lake), 
Kluwer, 1992: 
1992. 
"The Undisclosed Moral Dilemma in 
Teaching Persuasive Writing," Summer 
Legal Writing Institute, Taroma,July 1992. 
Presentation, "Kohlberg for Trial Court 
· Judges," California Judieial Education and 
Research, Dana Point, August 1992; and 
Oakland, January 1993. 
Presentation, "Using the Myers-Briggs 
Type Indicator in Academia," USO, 
October 1992. 
Appointments: 
Faculty Advisor, S.B.A. Pro Bono Project. 
Faculty Advisor, Gay and Lesbian Law 
Students Association. 
SteeringCommittee,USD lrvineF oundation · 
Cultural Diversity Grant. . 
Faculty, California Judicial Education and 
Research. 
WALTE~ W. HEISER(1978) 
Publications: 
In progress: Casebook entitled California Civil· 
Proadu1l! and Pmaice (co-authored with R. 
Perschbacher), Matthew Bender, 1993. 
Appointments: 
SanQiegoCountyCitizensLaw Enforcement 
Review Board; Chair, Rules and Regulations 
Subcommittee. 
GAIL HERIOT (1989) 
Publications: 
"A Study in the Choice of Form: Statutes of 
Limitation and the Doctrine -of Laches," 
_ BYU Law Reuiew _(1993). 
PAUL HORTON(1973) · 
Add11JSSes: 
"The Feist Decision: Implications for 
Librarians and Libraries,".San Diego Law 
Librarians Association, April 1992. 
Appointments: 






Regulatory Law Robert C Fe/lmet/J 






Law and Politics in 
the People's R°epublic 
of China (with 
Minan and Otto), 
West Nutshell, 
USO Senate: Executive Committee since 
1991, Vice-Chair 1992. 
"Reflections on Closing of the Lenin 
Library," Southern California Association 
of Law Libraries, San Diego, April 1992. 
Panelist, "The Library Budget: the Basics, 
the Issues and the Changes," Southern 
California Association of Law Libraries, 
San Diego, February 1993. 
Appointments: 
Director, Pardee Legal Research Qenter. 
KEVIN L. COLE (1987) 
Publications: 
"The Dangers of Drawing Distinctions: 
Jury Involvement in Finding (Some) 
Sentencing Facts," 5 Federal Sentencing 
&potter 177 ( 1992). 
"Deference, Tolerance, and Numbers: A 
Response to Professor Wright's View of the 
Sentencing Commission," forthcoming in 
San Diego Law &view (1993). 
Fedeml Sentencing Guidelines Handbook, (co-
authored with Haines and Woll), Shepard's/ 









researc : h 
supplements, 1992. 
Addnsses: 
Testimony before the 
Subcommittee on 
R£potter. "The Board of Psychology: We're 
OK, You 're Not," "Judicial Checkof Agency 
Abuse: The Third District Moots Itself," 
"Airline Deregulation: Crash . Landings 
and the Parachute of Aristotle," and 
"Beyond Airlines: the Failures of Modern 
Deregulation." 
Published report: "1988-1992 California 
Children's Bi:idget- Preliminary Findings," 
July 1992. 
Add11JSSes: 
Children's Policy Council, Oakland, 
February 1992. · 
Consortium for the Prevention of Child 
Abuse, San Francisco, February 1992. 
"Regulatory Reform," Department of 
Consumer Affairs, San Diego, March 1992. 
"Child Care," State Legislature Women's 
. Caucus Hearings, Sacramento, April 1992. 
"Challenges for Children," UC Davis 
Statewide Conference, Sacramento, April 
1992. 
"Crime Victims 
F u n cl , " 




Francisco, May . 
1992. 
Panelist, 




E c o n o m i' c Annual Reunion 
R e m e cl i e s , Ethics Program, 
P r e s i cl e fl. t ' s San Diego, 
Commission on . _,,,.....,..,.,,. September 
Model State Drug 1992. 
Laws, Fall 1992. Amer i can 
Appointments: Association for 
Reporter, Drafting P a r a I e g a I 
Committee on Civil E cl u cat i o ri, 
Forfeiture in · Drug · Roy Broolu D e n v e r , 
Offense Cases, October 1992. 
National Conference of Commissioners on Moderator and Participant, USO Law 
Uniform State Laws. Review Symposium on A.L.I. Reporters' 
LYNNE L. DALLAS (1987) Study on Enterprise Responsibility~ 
. · , Addn:sses.'. . . . . . November 1992. 
fu;.•~:-:~NJi-;f Parttd ~~;hii_,:,_,,_~l n __ ·, }rt_· . et_'OX$ and Shareholders;, ,-,;,_A ___ '_a  spc;iaiion of Child' AdV/df'~¢sf~ew.York, Jif,r?f.:\/ .. . ~ir- ,~ • .'•~ -:~'/;•' -· • ·<-,.~,,rr··t .,,.;•. n;r,;•. _.· .. 
·.·,,. .·1 . . 
1992. 
Supplement to State Antitrost Law and 
Practice, Prentiss Hall Law and Business, 
1992. 
Add11JSSes: 
"European Community Law - 1992," 
Westlaw Eastern Conference, Washington, 
D.C., January 1992; Westlaw Western 
Conference, Newport, February 1992. 
Appointments: 
Acting Director, Institute on International 
and Comparative Law, 1992-1993. 
C. HUGH FRIEDMAN (1977) 
Publications: 
California Practice Guide: Corporations, two 
volumes., 8th Edition, The Rutter Group, 
January 1993. 
Guide to Organizing a California Corporation, 
Corporations Committee o(the Business 
Law Section, California State Bar, 
September 1992 (member of drafting 
co~mittee). 
Add11JSSes: 
"Developments in Corporate, Tax and 
Securities Law During 1991," Annual 
Meeting, San Diego County Bar 
Association, Business Law Section,January 
1992; and Riverside County Bar Association, 
February 1992. 
Panelist, "The Evolving Engagement 
Process," California State Bar, Business 
Law Section, San Francisco, June 1992. 
"Valuation of Closely Held Businesses," 
California Probate Referee Association, San 
Francisco, December 1992. 
"Developments in Corporate, Tax and 
Securities Law in 1992," Annual Meeting, 
San Diego County Bar Association, Business 
Law Section, January 1993. , 
Appointments: 
Member, California Commission on 
Corporate Governance, Shareholder Rights 
and Securities Transactions. 
STEVEN HARTWELL (1980) 
Supervisor, USO Judicial Internship 
Program. 
MICHAEL B. KELLY (1988) 
Publications: 
"The Phantom Reliance Interest m 
Contract Damages," 1992 Wisconsin Law 
Review 1755. 
Appointments: 
Faculty Advisor, USO Moot Court Board 
JOHN HART MINAN (1976) 
Publications: 
"Constitutional Developments in 'Per Se' 
Takings Law," forthcoming in San Diego 
Law Review (1993). 
"The Future Treatment of Partial 
Takings," LandUseForum, volume2CEB 
51 Winter 1993. 
Law and Politics in the People's R£public of 
China (with Folsom and Otto), West 
Nutshell, 1992. 
Addnsses: 
Moderator, "The Lucas Deci~ion: Its 
Impacts and Implications," Land Use and 
Planning Association, . USO, November 
1992. . 
Moderator, "A.8.A. Water - Law 
Conferen~," USO, February 1993. 
JEAN MONTOYA (1~) ; 
Add11JSSes: 
- "TheChildWitnessinContext: Cognitive, 
Social and Legal Perspectives," N .A.T.O. 
· Advanced Study Institute, Italy, May 1992.f 
Moderator, Child Welfare Panel, War on 
the Home Front Conference, USO, May 
1992. 
"Child Witnesses," The Kaiser- San Diego 
Educational Program, Department of 
Pediatrics, July 1992. 
Panelist and Small Group Facilitator, "Race, 
Ethnicity, Culture, Gender, and the 
Criminal Accused," USO Conference, 
March 1993. 
Appointments: 
F acuity Oversight Committee, USO Irvine 
Publications: Foundation Cultural Diversity Grant. 
"A Primer for Mediators on Anger," Faculty Advisor, La Raza Law Students 
Proceedings of the Society of Professionals Association. 
in Dispute Resolution (1992). ' Faculty Advisor, Native American Law 
Add11JSSes: Students Association. 
Panelist, "Client Interviewing," A.A.L.S . 
Clinical,· 9?~fer~'l~e, _AlbuqueJq~~j.v,~ 1~¥,';s:i 
•·, . ! .. ' ;,' \ . , -',;°, :'•)"'·•·~/· ·. 
' ' 
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Corporations by Foreign Corporations" (co- Western Leadership Conference, San September 1992. 
authored with Y. Reich) in Manual of Fomgn Diego, March 1992. Court Commissioner and Judge, Pro 
Investment in the Unita:I States, McGraw-Hill, "U.S. Constitution and the Czech Chaner Tempore, for administrative review and 
1993. of Liberties," Czech National Council, treatmentcompetencehearings,SanDiego 
GRANT H. MORRIS (1973) Appointments: Prague, May 1992. Superior Court, 1992 . .. 
Publications: Coordinating Editor, CCH Study of Federal Panelist, "Group Entitlements versus LecturerinMedicalEthics, UCSDMedical 
Mental Disorder in the Criminal Prot:efs: Stan Tax. Individual Rights: Prospects for Liberty," School Residency , Program and SDSU/ 
Stnssandthe Vietnam/SpoitsConspin,cy(co- Director, Association of American Rhodes Liberty Fund Colloquium, San Francisco, UCSD Prevention Residency Program. 
authored with Allen Snyder), Greenwood Scholars. June 1992. LESTER B. SNYDER (1983) 
Press, 1993.- "Ethical Foundations of Publications: 
Adt/nJsses: Constitutional Order," "The Interrelationship of Securities Class 
"Rights of Mental Patients," Liberty Fund Symposium, ActionLitigationandPensionPlanTaxPolicy: 
UCSD School of Medicine, ••~c·,~,, .. ,.,-. Arlington, July 1992. What's Really at Stake?" (co-authored with 
ForensicPsychiatrySeminar, "ConstitutionallyProtecting Jerry Gonick), 21 Sa-:urities &gulation LJrfJlJ 
January 1992. Property and Economic Joumal_(1993). 
Training Session, Superior Rights," Sao Paulo lnstituto EDMUND URSIN (1975) 
CourtMentalHealthHearing Liberal, Sao Paulo, Brazil, Publications: 
Officers,SanDiego,Junel992. August 1992; Pono Alegre, "Foreword: AL.I. Reponers' Study on 
''TheRightofMentalPatients Brazil, August 1992; •Rio de Enterprise Responsibility" (co-authored with 
to Refuse Treatment Legal Janeiro, August 1992. Virginia Nolan), forthcorninginSan~LJrfJ!J 
lssucs,"presentedinaprogram "A Constitution for the &view(1993). · 
forDepartmentofCorrections Liberal Order," Liberty In progress: "Rethinking Ton Reform: 
psychiatrists, March 1993. Fund Colloquium, Rio de Enterprise Liability, No-Fault and Tort 
Appointments: Janeiro, August 1992. , ReforminHistoricalPerspecrive" (co-authored 
Clinical Professor, University "Public Interest Litigation: with VirginiaNolan). 
of California at San Diego, A Natural Rights Addmses: 
School of Medicine, Perspective," Institute for Participant, USO Law Review Symposium 
DepartmentofPsychiatry. Justice, · Georgetown on A.L.I. Reporters' Study on Enterprise 
SupcriorCourtMental Health University, Washington, Responsibility, November 1992. 
Hearing Officer, San Diego ------• _____________ _. D.C., August 1992. JORGE A. VARGAS (198.3) 
County. "Constitutionally Protecting Adt/nJsses: Miclzmd Rn(J(Jahnrt MARY JOSEPHINE • • • Property a,nd Economic "N.A.F.T.A. and its Impact upon Mexico's 
NEWBORN (1990) Rights," First World Legal System,"· San Diego County Bar 
Publications: MICHAEL B. RAPPAPORT(1991) Congress of Ukrainian L~wyers, Kiev, Association, September 1992. 
"Bankruptcy Reform Bill is Badly Flawed," Publications: October 1992. ''Coastal FideicomisosinMexico," San Diego 
Los Angeles Daily Journal, June 18, 1992. "The President's Veto and the ROBERT L. SIMMONS (1972) CountyBarAssociacion,BusinessCommittee, 
"Sharing the Burdens of Bankruptcy Constitution,"_ Northwestern J..arg; &view Publications: October 1992. 
Reform," National Law Journal, Aug. 31, _(1993). Handbook of California Remedies, Little "EnfbrcementofForeignJudginents Under 
1992. MAIMON SCHWARZSCHILD (1982) Brown & Co., 1993. Mexi~n Law," San Diego County Bar 
Addresses: P{lblications: Awarrls: Association, International Law Committee, 
Participant, USO Law Review Symposium In progress: "Class, National Character, Sierra Club, Environmentalist of the Year October 1992. 
on A.L.I. Reporters' Study on Enterprise and the Bar Reforms in Britain: Will There Award, May 1992. "Environmental Law in Mexico," Fourth 
Responsibility,November1992. Always be an England?" forthcoming in THOMAS A. ...__.._,,.-'".....,'"" International 
Appointments: 1993. SMITH (1992) Conferenceonthe 
Chief Reporter, 9th Circuit Judicial Council Appointments: Publications: Environment, Los 
Committee for Review of Local Bankruptcy · Member of Barristers' Chambers, 1 Gray's "Why.didPresi'dent Angeles, 1992. 
Rules,since 1992. Inn Square, London, England. BushRepudiatethe " N e w 
Faculty Advisor, Black Law Students EMILY L. SHERWIN (1989) 'Inherent' Line Developments in 
Association. Publications: Item Veto?" (co- Mexican Law 
VIRGINIA NOLAN (1974) "ACommentonCassSunstein'sEquality" authored with J. affecting U.S.-
Pu/J/ications: · (co-authored with Larry Alexander), 9 Gregory Sidak), 9 MexicoBusiness," 
"Foreword: A. L.I. Reporters' Study on Constitutional Commentary 189 (1992). The Journal of Law 1992 California La 
EnterpriseResponsibility"(co-authoredwith "An Essay on Priva,te ·Remedies," 1992 and Politics 39 Raza Lawyers 
Edmund Ursin), forthcoming in San 'Canadian Journal of Law & Jurisprudence (1992). AssociationAnnual 
. Law&view(1993) (1993). ALLEN C. Convention, San 
In progress: ."Rethinking Ton Reform: "Why is Corrective Justice Just?" 15 SNYDER(1978) Diego, October 
Enterprise Liability, No-Fault and Ton HaroarrJJournalofLaw&PublicPolicy839 Publications: 1992. 
RefonninHistoricalPerspecrive" (co-authored (1992). · Menta/Disorrlerinthe "Recent Legal 
with Edmund Ursin). AddTlfSSes: Criminal Process: ChangesinMexico 
Addn!sses: Panelist, Conference on Risks & Wrongs, Stan Stms and the in Light of 
Participant, USO Law Review Symposium USO, February 1992. Vietnam/Sports NAFTA,'; San 
on A,.L.I. Reporters' Study on Enterprise VIRGINIA V. SHUE (1974) Conspiracy (co- Diego County Bar 
Responsibility,November1992. Publications: authored with Association, 
HERBERTPETERFREUND(1978) StateComputerLaw: Commentary, Cases and Grant Morris), October 1992. 
Addn!sses: Statutes (co-authored with James Vergari), Greenwood Press, "WhatisNAFTA? 
''The Value of a Legal Education," USO Clark Boardman Callaghan, 1992. 1993.. Legal Aspects 
Seminar, February 1992. Appointments: · Add11fSSl!S: Tlwmar A Smith , between the U.S. 
THERESA PLAYER (1980) Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. Panelist, "Drug Treatment Refusals by and Mexico," USD's Invisible University, 
Pu/J/ications: Director, Graduate Tax Program. Mentally Ill Patients," California San Diego, October 1992. 
SupplementtolalifomiaTria/Tdniqu&f(with BERNARD H. SIEGAN (1973) Psychological Associaticln, San Diego, "The 'Fidei~miso' in Mexico," Rosarito 
Clifford & Perschbacher), Parker & Sons, Publications.' March 1992. Association of Real Estate Brokers, Baja 
1992. "Constitutional Protection of Property and "Durable Powers for Health Care Decision California, November 1992. 
Addn!sses: EconomicRights,"fonhcominginSanL>itgr, Making," UCSD Pulmonary Transplant "Foreign . Investment in Mexico,'' 
ModeratorandPanelist,SanDiegoMunicipal Law Review (1993). Program, February- . International Conference on Capital and 
Court, Small Claims ·Division, Training "Drafting a September 1992. lnvestmentinLacinAmerica, Institute of the 
Seminar,June 1992. ConstitutionforaNation " L i m i t e d Americas; UCSD, December 1992. 
EvidenceandTrialPractice,SanDiegoCity or Republic Emerging Conservatorships," STEVEN D. WALT(1990) 
Attomey,CivilDivisionandCriminalDivision, into Freedom," Locke Association for- ' Publications: 
June 1992. Institute and Institute RetardedCitizens,San "The Relacion Between Competition and 
Appointments: for Humane Studies, Diego, May 1992. Cooperation," 15 HaroarrJJouma/ ojLJrfJ!Jand 
Director, USO Legal Clinic. 1992 (translated into Training Session, PublicPolicy4-01 (1992). 
Pro tern Judge, San Diego Municipal Court, Spanish, Portuguese, SupcriorCourtMental "Corporate Criminal Liability and the 
April-May 1992. UkrainianandPolishfor Health Hearing Comparative Mix of Sanctio~s" (co-
SpecialDeputy,CriminalDivision,SanDiego publication in those Officers, San Diego, authored with W.' Laufer), inWhite Collar 
City Attorney Office, June-July 1992 languages). June 1992. Crime(K. Schlegel and D. Weisburd, eds.), 
RICHARDCRAWFORDPUGH(1989) Foreword to "Grand 1.,L.111.i11E...,.- = __ _, __ , Appointments: Northeastern University Press, 1992. 
Publications: Theft and Petit RernnrdH Siegan Co-director, Pacific Appointments: 
/ntemaliona/ Law: Cases and Materials (co- Larceny" by Marc Regional Program, Visiting Associate Professor of Law, 
authoredwithL.Henkin,D.&hachterandH. Pollot, 1992. National Institute for Trial Advocacy, UniversityofVirginiaSchoolofLaw, 1992-
Smit),3rdEdicion, WestPublishingCo., 1993, AddTlfSSes: Summer 1992. 93. ' · 
with Document Supplement. .._ Panelist, "Foundations ofJustice in a Free Judge Pro Tempore,SmaHClaimsDivision, 
"U.S. Tax Aspects of Acquisition of U.S. Society,'' Intercollegiate Studies Institute, San Diego Municipal Court, March-
Please Turn to Page 12, Column 1 
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DONALD T. WECKSTEIN (1972) 
Publialtions: 
"Mikva Fights for More Restrictive Deferral 
Policy," TheChronidel(JoumaloftheNational 
Academy of Arbitrators, F ebruai:y 1992). 
''OldProsContinuelmpressivePerformance," 
The Chronicle 3 










Arb i t r ation 
Association and 
USDSchoolofLaw, 
San Diego, March 
1992. 
(Hungary, Poland, the Czech and Slovak 
Republics, Ukraine). 
Consultant, The Asia Foundation, San 




Launch Series of F acuity-
Student Colloquia 
By ROBERT LITTLE 
Law School Dean Kristine Strachan 
"Authorship and Literacy,'' 1992ProaJl!dingof 
the Intemational Society /or the Systems &ienas 
586. announced last week a series of 
"Apples, Oranges, discussions of legal issues to be 
Algebra and Us," organized by faculty members around 
Prospectusforl992 the theme "Justice and Society." 
W o r ks h o p , Professor Mary Jo Newborn noted in 
N a t i o n a I a memorandum to Strachan that she 
Conference on had met with Professors Thomas 
SystemScienceand Smith and Cynthia Lee regarding the 
Law, Denver, July program. "We agreed that we would 
1992 (now the like to maximize the potential for 
Institute for Law intellectual exchange." 
and Systems The three faculty members have 
Research). already tentatively scheduled three 
AddflfSSIJS: events: 
New First Year 
Students Greeted by . 
Orientation, Picnic 
By ERIC SIEGLER 
New USO students were met wi th 
extensive orientation programs last 
month, including faculty lectures, 
parties and a picnic. Organized by -
the Dean's Office and the Student 
Bar Association, orienta t ion was 
designed to alleviate the fea rs of new 
students and introduce new studen~s 
to USO. 
Orientation began with a,n 
introduction to law school by De~n 
Kristine Strachan. Strachan's speech 
took a serious path as she explainc;d 
the honors that students cou ~~ 
receive, but speeches were follow~d 
" by a pizza and beer event in the facul\ y 
dining room. c: r 
The SBA conducted separate events 
, /·' - ·:¼ 
Speaker, "Attomey's 
GuidetoAlternative forge Yaigas: 
"Gradient and • Autonomy and Justice: Protests 
Design in Social at Abortion Clinics--Actively 
Organization, The Protected by the First Amendment or 
M o d e r n Unjustified and Unexcused Criminal 
Corporation, Behavior? Tentatively scheduled 
in which new students were spl it in, o 
sections and treated to a sf rrt~ ie cifla 
law school lecture. Stud~rit~ al j ~ 
received information ori ·coun:seli n ·, 
moot court and lawyering ,:skil f ·. 
Student clubs and organizations Sit , 
Dispute Resolution," San Diego County Bar 
Association, San Diego, March 1992. 
Panelist, City Attomey Candidate's Debate, 
San Diego County BarAssociation,San Diego, 
May 1992. 
Moderator, "How A.D.R Affects Labor and 
Employment Issues," American Arbitration 
Association, Arbitration Day, Coronado, May 
1992. 
Panelist, "Ethics," Arizona State Bar 
Association, Coronado, July 1992. 
"Grievance and Arbitration," San Diego 
County Managers~ American Arbitration 
Association, San Diego, July 1992. 
"Ten Ethical Traps for the Trial Lawyer to 
Avoid," San Diego Trial Lawyer'sAssociation, 
cruise to Ensenada; August 1992. 
Moderator, "Ethics in _a Competitive 
Environment," USD Law Alumni Reunion, 
, September 1992. 
"Ethical Concerns," Southem California 
Estate Planning Institute; Coronado, October 
1992. 
Moderator, "Ethical ProblemsoftheCivil and 
Criminal Trial Lawyer," San Diego County 
Bar Association, November 1992. · 
"A.D.RinEmploymentDisputesandA.D.R 
Ethics, "North County Bar Association, Vista, 
November 1992. 
"Discipline and Discharge Issues: Arbitral 




Education in Labor and Employmept Law,'' 
American Bar Association on Labor and 
Employment Law, Committee on Labor 
Arbitration and Collective Bargaining, Mid-
winter Meeting, Coronado, F ebruai:y 1993. 
Presentation, "Ethical Issues for Neutral 
Dispute Resolvers," Society of Professionals 
in Dispute Resolution, Northwest Chapter, 
Portland, March 1993. 
Presentation, "lssuesforArbitrators Underthe 
Americans with Disabilities Act," National 
Academy of Arbitrators, Lake Arrowhead, 
March 1993. 
Appoinlmenls: 
Westem Regional Vice President, Society of 
Professionals in Dispute Resolution (elected). 
Member, National Academy of Arbitrators, 
appointed to Committee on Professional 
Responsibility and Grievances. 
CHARLES B. WIGGINS (1975) 
Pu/Jliallions: 
"Exporting Process Technology: 
TransplantingNorthAmericanPubliclnterest 
Mediation to Central Europe," lOMt:diation 
Qua,te,IJ 273 (1993). 
"Mis.,ives from Abroad I-IV," San/)ilyp Daily 
Tmnscript, March 18, April 15, April 29, and 
May 25, 1992. 
Appoillhllellls: 
Senior Trainer and Consultant, Partners for 
DemoaaticChange,San F rancisoo, California 
lnterplayBetweenStatesSocialismandMarket with Lee as moderator for the faculty 
Capitalism" (with Louis Goldberg) at the lounge, Wednesday, September 29, 
Activity and Complexity Seminar, USC 4:30 to 5:30pm. 
Occupational Science Faculty, Los Angeles, • International Justice: The Just 
March 1992. "Authorship and Literacy," War. Smith will lead a discussion of 
lnternationalSocietyfortheSystcmsSciences issues relating to the response of the 
Annual Meeting, Denver,July 1992. , citizen to foreign intervention and 
"Law'sMemory,"JointMeetingofLinguistics war with particular focus on Bosnia, 
and Law Faculties, Thammasat University, Somalia and other "hot" foreign policy 
;I -; • ?..J 
up tables to introduce new studen s 
to .th.e . variety of extra~urric~l ~i• · 
act1v1t1es alt : USO. Onentau i· · 
staffers also held · a qu,estion : 
answer session with the•new One--L 1• 
_-. - . ' .'. . . . lijj: 
Bangkok, December 1992. -· issues. Tentatively scheduled for the The SBA plans to hold a f<>llow- uj> 
orientation with a sec'ond· questi tj);l 
and answer session on Tuesday1, 
September 28, at4:00pm. The secon.~ 
session will be . designed ,to· ans-w "r 
new questions students ,qiay ha~ 
aftc:;r the first few weeks~{ cla~sesf; 
Appointmenls: faculty lounge, Thursday, October 
Executive Director, Institute for Law and 28, 4 :30 to 5:30pm. 
Systems Research. • Immigration and Immigration 
CHRl&TOPHERT. WONNELL(1984) Reform. Newborn will lead a 
Publialtions: discussion in the context of different 
"The Primacy of Coopetation, Rational theories of citizenship. Tentively 
BargaininganqanEconomicTheoryofPartof scheduled. for ·the faculty lounge, 
the Common Law," 15 Haroan/Joumal of · Thursday, November 18, 4:30 to 
The annual fall picnic · include' 
voll. e.yball·. m. atch. es, footba.11 .ga~;e ·, 
beer, musi~ • . ~ .ate_qne1ion ~, a 
barbecue chicken and ribs . . .. 
waterball'oon toss quickl'y becam \ t 
Lawbnt/PublicPolicy771 (1992), 5:30pm. . - . _ 
''The , Influential Myth of a Generalized Stuacnts attending the colloquia will . 
· Conflict of Interests between Labor and be asked to read some articles on the 
Management," 81 GeorJ,ttownLawJouma/39 
(1992). 
. 'I 
topic before the event so attendants can waterballoon fight. , _ ~i 
knowledgeably discuss the issue. A watermelon eating contest anti 
In an interview with THE USO LAw wheelbarrow race resulted in priz~s 
REPORTER, Strachan indicated enthusiasm for the winners, includ,ip p g i' 1t 
forthepr~ject,andhopedf~r~cms_iderable .· certificates to t~e Disney Sfore a1_r· 
student Interest and part1c1pat1on. As Ben and Jerry's ice cream shop. t 
event planning is finalized and new One-Ls -will be polled ,about thc;;t,r 
colloquia are planned, Strachan plans impressions of orientation and t "b 
publicity in Sidebar and THE USO LAW picnic in order to assist in planni rtF 
Addfl!SSIJS: 
Participant, Conference on Risks and Wrongs, 
USO, Februai:y, 1992. 
FRED C. ZACHARIAS (1990) 
Publications: 
"Fact and Fiction in the Restatement of the 
Law Governing Lawyers: Should the 
Confidentiality Provisions Restate the Law,'' 
_ Geo,g:town Journal 
REPORTER. next year's events. · · • ·), ' t 
of LJ:gJIF.thit.s_(l 993). 
"Fallacies in 'Ethical 
Regulation' of Grand 
Jury Attorney 
Subpoenas," 
Criminal Pmctice Law 
&po,ter_ (1993). 
September 1993 Career Center Calendar of Events ,1, i• 
"Prosecutorial Trial 
Ethics," in James G. 
Carr, Criminal Law 
&view - 1992 (Clark 
Boardman 1992). 
'"lbe Restatement and 
Co-nfidentiality," _ 
Ok/al,oma Law &view 
_(1993). 
Addnsses: 
"Some Reflections on 
the Confidentiality 
Chapter of the 
Restatementofthe Law 
Governing Lawyers," 
A.A.L.S. Section on 
Professional 
Responsibility,AA.L.S. 
Annual Meeting, San 






































Foyer, 1st Fl, 
8:00am-6pm 
1 lnren•iewing 8 
& lli1ing: 71,e 
Employer.s' 
Per.spectfre -
Fletcher -t~ I 
5:00-6:00pm 
sign-up req"d 
14 Oll'ing1011 15 -Son Diego 
& Cmwe Fim, City Allomty 
01't'n•iew, Agr11cy 
Room 2C o,.,,rview, 




21 Km/off, 22 Mt:Com1ick, 
Belcher et of Bommv, et al 
Finn 01'1'n°iew. Fin11 01•en•ieiv, 




28 Dep't of 29 Gre.sham & 
Tram 'n A,ie11c-y Vomer Finn 
Ove11•iew, Orrn·ieiv, 





THURSDAY l FRIDAY SATURDAY i 
I 
2 Resumes 3 Video Mock 4 l 
mailed to Interviewing - ·• 
:~ 
employers Lou Brown 314 ; 
2:00-3:30pm & ' ' 3:30-5:00pm - l 
sign-up req'd I I 
I 
9 Summer 10 Video Mock II t 
' Clerking: 11,e Interviewing - ,(· 
Students' Lou Brown 314 i ; 
Perspective - 2:00-3:30pm & I I 
Fletcher 131 3:J0-5:00pm - l 
5:00-6:00pm sign-up req'd l 
sign-up req 'd ·, 
16 11 Snell & 
., ' 18 Delaware 
Rosh Hashanah Wilmer Finn Invitational ; 
- no interviews o,~rview, Minorily Job ' will be Room 2A Fair ' 
conducted 8:00am > 
Norlhwesl I - : 
On-Campus Minority Job 
Interviewing Fair 
23 24 Klein 25 
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FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW 
·' 
Examination Writing Workshop Tum On The Light . .. Learn to 
Write 
Be Prepared For Law School and the Baby Bar/Bar.Examination 
T he Legal Examination Writing Workshop is 
designed to teach the student at the law school 
level how to Analyze, Organize and Write a Superior 
Law School Examination. 
The Writing Workshop will Provide the law school 
student and the Baby Bar/Bar Candidate with the 
Foundation from which he or she may Achieve 
Excellence in .law school and on the bar examination. 
The course will clearly Demonstrate these 
fundamental Writing Techniques on a Step-by-Step 
Basis giving the student both a visual and cognitive 
understanding of proper exam format. 
P rofessor Fleming has determined that students 
who are unsuccessful in law school and the Baby 
Bar/Bar Examination generally suffer from 
·. •J tis imperative that the student develop Proper 
Writing Skills during law school to avoid the panic 
many students experience when they discover during 
Baby Bar/Bar Review that they can't reverse i-4 years 
of poor writing habits that went undetected during law 
school. 
a lack of Basic Fundamentals in. Analysis, Orga-
nization and Writing skills. Therefore,he has 
designed the Course to Aggressively Address 
these Problern Areas. 
This Practical Course will be the most 
Significant two days of Learning in your law 
school career. You Can't Afford to Miss It! 
· Learn 
to 
WHAT THE WORKSHOP WILL Do FoRYou Write ... . 
. Provide 12 hours of Intensive Exam Writing Techniques. 
·~ Teach Exam Approach (including issue spotting techniques, 
issue headnotes, factual analysis and proper sentence 
structure). 
.~ Develop Outline Organization Techniques within the , 
purview ofthe Call of the Question (including identification 
of major/minor issuesand fact to element application). 
; _ ?:~ Structure Adversary Argum,ents within the IRAC Format. 
.• ,~ Provide a Sentence by Sentence Analysis of six in-class 
hypotheticals. 
Expla1n'tne ''Do's andDon'ts" of a successful exam answer. 
, :.~ Provide an extensive I 00 Page Writing Workbook. The 
material is not available 
anywhere in published form. 
~ ·.Most of all, you are trained to 
write Superior Answers. 
In addition, each studentwHI 
have the opportunity to _write 
Tw<> Exam HypotheticahtQne 
· answer will be critiqued in class . 
and.one answer will be collected 




class session. The answer will. be critiqued extensively 
through audio cassette and returned to each student. · One 
·.· blank cassette tape must be provided by each student. 
SCHEDULE OF SEMINARS 
SAN DIEGO 
• Saturday, September 18, 1993: Noon-6:00 pm · 
• Sunday, September 19, 1993 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• All sessions will be given live at the Hanalei Hotel, 2270 Hotel Circle North, San 
Diego, Grand Pacific Room. 
BAKERSFIELD 
• Saturday, September 25, 1993 : 11 :00 am-5:00 pm 
• Sunday, September 26, 1993 : 11 :00 am-5:00 pm 
• All sessions to be held at California Pacific School of Law, 1600.Truxton Avenue, 
#I 10, Bakersfield, Room 3. VIDEO PRESENTATION 
ORANGE COUNTY 
• Saturday, October 2, 1993 : 9:00 am-12:30 pm, I :30-4:00 pm 
• .Sunday, October 3, 1993: 9:00 am-12:30 pm, 1:30-4:00 pm 
• All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian College, 2500 E. Nutwood at 
Commonwealth, Fullerton (across from California State University, Fullerton). Second 
Floor, Room 205. 
MILPITAS/SAN JOSE 
• Saturday, October 9, 1993 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• Sunday, October I 0, 1993 : Noon-6:00 pm 
·•All sessions will be held at the Crown Sterling Suites Hotel, 901 Calaveras 
Boulevard, Milpitas, in the Cordoba Room. VIDEO PRESENTATION. · 
Los ANGELES 
• Saturday, October 9, 1993 : -I :00-7:00 pm 
· •Sunday, October 10, 1993: 1:00-7:00 pm 
• All sessions will be given live at the Ramada Hotel, 6333 Bristol Parkway, Culver 
City, in the Projection Room. 
Course Lecturer: PROFESSOR JEFF FLEMING 
Attorney at Law • Legal Education Consultant 
For the past twelve years, Professor Fleming has devoted his legal career towards the development of 
legal preparatory seminars designed solely to aid Law Students and Bar Candidates in exam writing 
techniques and substantive law. 
Mr; Fleming's experience includes the Lecturing of Pre-Law School Prep Seminars and First, Second 
and Third Year Law School Final Reviews. He is the Organizer and Lecturer of the Baby Bar Review 
Seminar and the Founder and Lecturer of the Legal Examination Writing Workshop. Both are seminars 
involving intensive exam writing techniques designed to train the law student to write the superior answer. 
Heis the Founder and Lecturer ofl.onW5hort Term Bar Review. In addition, Professor Fleming is the 
Publisher of the Performance Examination Writing Manual, the Author of the First Year Essay Examination 
Writing Workbook, the Second Year Essay Examination Writing Book, and the Third Year Essay 
Examination Writing Book. These are available in Legal Bookstores throughout the United States. 
- , Mr. Fleming has taught as an Assistant Professor of the adjunct faculty at Western State University in 
Fullerton and is currently a Professor at the University of West Los Angeles School of Law where he has 
taught for the past ten years. He inaintains a private practice in Orange County, California. 
ORANGE COUNTY 
• Saturday.October 23, 1993 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• Sunday, October 24, 1993 :Noon-6:00 pm 
• All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian College, 2500 E. Nutwood Avenue (at 
Titan) Fullerton (across from California State University, Fullerton), Room 215. Course 
Lecturer for this Session Only: Professor Mara Felger, Attorney at Law, Legal Education 
Consultant. 
RIVERSIDE 
• Saturday, November 13, 1993: Noon-6:00 pm 
• Sunday, November 14, 1993 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• All sessions will be held atCalifornia Southern School of Law (formerly Citrus Belt), 
3775 Elizabeth St., Riverside. Room number will be posted on the day of the 
seminar. VIDEO PRESENTATION. 
* Endorsed by Willlston Senate Delta Theta Phi * 
i I * No Tape Recording Permitted * No Exceptions Made * 
Pre.-Registration Guarantees Space and Workbook : 
$150.00 per Person• $125.00 Group Rate 
(group ra_te available to groups of 5 who register together 
at least one week before the desired seminar) ·. 
Registration at Door (lfSpGuAvalla6le): $160.00 
Course Availaf,le f,y Mail Order for $I 72;40 
· (Includes tax, slrlpplng & lrandUngl 
·. 
r·-·-·-·-· ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· ·-·-·-·. -·-·, 





City: ____________ _ State: ___ _ Zip: ___ _ 
Telephone: 
Law School, _________ Semester in Which Currently Enrolled:, ___ _ 
Workshop Location/Date to be Attended: _ ____. _______ _.._ __ ..;._ _ 
Form of Payment: 0 Check O Money Order (Make Par,116/e lo: Fleming's Fundamentllls of Law) 
Mail this Registration Form lo: FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW 
21661 Criptana, Mission Viejo, California 92692 • 714/770-7030 • Fax: 714/454-8556 
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REVIEW & OUTLOOK 
The Snows of Bosnia, Revisited 
Captain . Charles Ryder, 
Evelyn Waugh's narrator . in 
Brideshead Revisited, speaking 
during the depths of the Second 
World War, spoke ofhis mother's 
death during World War I, during 
which "she joined ambulence in 
Serbia and died amidst the snows 
of Bosnia." Now Bosnia is 
repeating its previous 
experiences and when the snows 
return to Bosnia a few months 
hence, we fear those who can 
succor the profane brutality in 
1994 will again fail to do so. 
America must provide the 
leadership so facking in the 
United Nations and in Europe. 
Unfortunately, the United 
States has failed to. provide this 
leadership. Earlier . this week, 
.we noticed two Los Angeles Times 
hea.dlines: "U.S. Urges Bosnia 
Leader to Resume Talks," and, 
"U.N. Fears Mass Starvation in 
Yet Another Bosnia City." The 
first spoke of American diplomats 
pressing BosnianPresidentAlija 
Izetbegovic to return to .peace 
talks which would sanction the 
decimation of . his nation 
described in horrific detail in the 
second article. 
The Serbians, the first military 
in history trained to use rape as a 
tool of war, have brought upon 
Europe inhumanity not seen 
there since the Holocaust. The 
Bosnians continue to die by the 
thousands in SaroJevo, Mostar, 
and down the Dalmatian Coast. 
Over 10,000 Moslem refugees 
were herded into Jablanica this 
month after being ousted from 
Sarajevo almost 18 months ago. 
A United Nations official said 
that the refugees look "like 
concentration camp victims.from 
the Second World War." All 
told, two million civilians have 
lost their homes, and 200,000 
have died. 
Fe~ Western leaders realize 
that the conflict in the former 
Yugoslavia is not a civil war; it is 
. . an invasion across international 
boundries recogni~d by Western 
governments and the United 
Nations It is the sort of breech of 
international borders rarely seeri, 
and infrequently toler~ied. lt 
finds its analogy in the Gerinan 
grab of Czechoslovakia in ·1939, 
not in the internecine partisan 
fights of Nigeria. 
The Europeans should do 
more, as Margaret Thatcher has 
argued eloquently; the failure of 
Western European countries to 
protect the Bosnians is 
shortsighted. The spector of a 
stateless international Bosnian 
diaspora, terrorist in 
methodology with support from 
Middle Eastern Moslems, should 
remind Europeans of the havoc 
wrecked by Palestinian partisans 
over the past two generations. 
But European passivity in the 
face ofbrutality should not be an 
excuse for the United States to 
act likewise. Indeed, of what 
European crisis could it not have 
been said that the Europeans . 
should do more? 
The Balkan conflict is an 
ancient rivalry between old 
enemies; why should the United 
States intervene? Almost all wars 
3sre ancient rivalries; that alone is 
not absolution for American 
1nact1on. · Indeed, the Balkan 
situation is so ancient that it 
reminds us of many previous 
wars. This is a reason to 
intervene, not avoid. T he 
conflict rightfully mirrors 
previous conflicts which became 
larger conflagrations. We are 
reminded of the same geography 
in August 1914 and of the 
extremist governments of the 
1930s, of Japan's moves on 
Man~huria and Italy's 1935 
col}fiscation of Abyssinia. . In 
1935, Abyssinian leader Haile 
Selassie travelled to the League 
of Nations, pleading for 
assistance, and swearing that this 
was merely the dawn of war for a 
· world which tolerates outrageous 
governments. 
Thepolieyofthe United States 
has been at best incoherent and 
at worst lenient toward genocide. 
Secretary . of State Warren 
Christopher . is the source of 
much of the intoherence . . His 
views are reflect his term as 
Jimmy Carter's Undersecret:i.ry 
of State, which was marked by a 
tendency to continue 
negotiating where principle 
should auth'brize fighting. He 
described the Bosnian war both 
as "a conflagration that could 
· envelop all of southern Europe 
and perhaps rage beyond," and 
as a conflict that "does not affect 
our vital national interests." · 
Christopher should spend some 
time figurfog out which it is. 
· President 'Clinton's casual 
suggestion of 20,000 ground 
troops in Bosnia is similarly 
incoherent. Mr. Clinton, meet 
the Vietnam War. We learned a 
generation ago that "minimum 
force," "proportionate response" 
and battlefield 
rriicroinanagement cannot ·win 
wars or protect the 'defenseless . 
' Where Arrier'ican forc'es · are 
present, decisive force is the key, 
· not only to victory, bufalso to 
self-protection. , 
The harid-offof leadership in 
an ineffective UnitedNations,now 
fighting fourteen peacekeeping 
nHssions world wide, with 14,000 
troops, is a senseless dereliction of 
responsibility in the face of 
genocide. 
The Administration must soon 
realize what has been clear for 
over a yea'r: that the Bosnian war 
does threaten U.S. interests, that 
America should intervene to 
protect th~se interests arid the 
safety of Bosnian civilians, and 
that adequate force be used. 
The U.S. should giv'e an 
ultimatum to the Serbs to cease 
interference with U.N. 
humanitarian shipments and and 
enforce it with aggressive airstrikes 
of Serbian positions. 
Should we send in ground 
troops? Perhaps. But · bombing 
should first be tried. . And tried 
before the first hint of the revisit of 
the snows of Bosnia. 
T he Night Patrol: Why I Hate the LN~S~ 
By )UDY CARBONE need to go to the second floor. they dtd actually deport, several 
It w~s on the letterhead of the There's the elevator. I'll go up are preparing for legal challenge 
Immigration and Naturalization· with you." sincetheINSdidn'tbotherto let 
Service and stated, "You may be Pleased that my continued some ofthe individuals call their 
eligible for employment inquiry had now earned rrie a families or their .attorneys. Bad 
authorization, for a period'of one government escort, I suspected move not to let the folks who 
year, under a new provision of the that I was on to something. After . already had attorneys make thei r 
amnesty program of the thanking my new friend and calls to thein. · One way to 
Immigration and Nationality Act waving goodbye, I .darted down guaranteeacourtchallenge--piss 
of 1993." the stairs back to the basement. off the ·lawyers and deport their 
The day the letter came to my I looked around and saw that clients. 
attention, a friend of mine looked the other halfof the basement was The result of this grand sting 
at it and immediately questioned used for loading--people operation was that the project 
. its validity. It wouldn't take an presumably--on their way out of appears to have been an 
expertonforgerytofigureoutthat thecountry. l sensedlwasgetting inefficient use of ti me and 
it was a fake since the Immigration warmer. Move over Maxwell resources on the part of the INS. 
andNationalityActof1993doesn't Smart. Lets face it--a sting operation 
exist. The letter continued, "In l headedbacktoB247toseemy that can be anticipated by a law 
order for you to receive your escort reach into his pocket, student is not much of a _sting 
employment authorization card produce some keys, and unlock operation. Not to mention the 
youneedonlyreporttoroomB247 and enter the nonexistent B247. fact that the INS has be en 
intheparkingleveloftheFederal I walked around to the other discredited in the community. 
Building at 880 Front Street · side and saw that the room was People are walking around now 
between 9am and t0a·m on connectedtoamarkedINSoffice. with legitimate letters from the 
Tuesday,July 20,J 993. Bring this I entered the office and found my INS requesting do<.;uments and 
letter and some other friend,theagent,ontheotherside information, and are a:fraid to 
identification with you." of the bullet proof glass staring respond for fear of a midnight 
The final paragraph, however backatme. Hewasabout30feet depqrtation episode. T he 
was the clincher. "Since this is a awayandwasshoutingtotheclerk financial cost to th_e agency to : 
one-time event, failure to report atthecounter,obviouslyassuming net and deport 40 people was 
tothisofficeatthistimewillrender that I couldn't hear--"She's great, but the cost in terms of 
you ineligible to receive your lookingfor247. I toldheritdciesn't theircredibilitywasevengreater. 
employment authorization under exist. I just brought her up to the Since Pete Wilson has made 
this section of the amnesty secondfloor,soldon'tknowwhat im.migration the WiIJie Horton 
program." ltwassignedbyJames she's doing back here, but send ' of his '94 Gubernatorial 
B. Turnage,Jr., District Director. her back up there." campaign, the pressure is 
Didn't anyone officially on 
ever teach the to do 
INS that real fometh ing--
laws usually anyth i ng--
don't expire on abo1:1t . the 
Tuesdays at ~-· "immigrati9n 
10am? ' ''prob lem ." 
·1 arrived atthe For those 
FederalBuilding : folks who 
and found room may have 
B247. It was in missed the 
. the basement. 
B247 - B for 
basement . 
Logical, but odd 
since the door_ 
was locked and 
the plate which 
identified the 
roorri had been 
covertd up. My curiosity got the I smiled and waved as if l just 
best ofme and I started to peak realized that I saw him and hadn't 
· under the paper covering when l ; heard a wora of what he just said. 
spotted an INS ·agent coming 1 The clerkturned around the face 
around the corner. Having ·me. "May lhelpyou?" she asked, 
watched my share of 196C>s-TV as if genuinely surprised to see 
cop shows I realized that it was · me. 
time for me to mo~e on. I strolled I went through my tale again, 
dowh the hallwa:y doing my best only to be directed back up to the 
Maxwell Smart irriitation when ·second floor, the deportation 
the agent shouted'• from behind ' room. l decided to call it _a day. 
rile. Whatever was going on in there, 
· "Can l help you find my friend who had received the 
something?"· letter needed no part ofit. 
· "Well; yes .. ·, I'm looking for A few days later, the Latino 
room' B247 . . '. you see, my paperLaOpinionbrokethestory. 
neighbor got a letter in the mail . It was an INS sting operation, 
. :'' I created a story quickly and and wouldn't you know, it all 
was starting to think about all the took place in B247 of the Federal 
money that John Grisham is Building in downtown San 
making by fabricating fiction that Diego. A few days after that,t he 
was less interesting than this. The Los Angeles Times ran the story on 
agent's answer brought me back the front page. The Times got to 
to Maxwell Smart, and into the the bottom of the big bad 
Twilight Zone. government sting operation and 
"There is no B247." uncovered the numbers. They 
Being the inquisitive law mailed ' the letter to 
student type, I was not convinced approximately600people. They 
by the man in the olive drab green netted a total of about 60 people 
· uniform, especially considering who the INS thought they could 
the fact that I had just touched the deport. They then had to release 
doorknob to B247 myself. "Oh... about20ofthose people because 
but see here, I wrote down B247- the INS didn't have their 
-just like the letter said ... " paperwork all in line to deport 
"I said there is no B247. You them. Of the 40 or so left who 
, rece nt 
headline, our 
. g t a n d 
· .governor has 
made a 
proposal to 
. the W hi te 
:. House t;hat 
" incl u des 
d&nying , children :born · in this 
countryfof migrant; parents any 
righ~ to US citizenship. 
. • 'Fhelproblem here is that there 
is ·no.• sixtr se.co'ti,'.d soundbite 
solution: Toaddre.ss the situation 
full~ will.. require the recognition 
of thd eronomic dependence that 
states. like ours have on migrant 
work.~r.sj:.both. documented and 
undocumented: . We will. need to 
have ,di-scussion about enforcing 
our, labor , laws · and prosecuting 
employers who not only don't pay 
overtime wages, ·,but also don't 
pay wages at all, nor do they pay 
social security or worker 's 
compensation . 
Those kinds of employers arc 
the people who are t ak inll 
advantage of the system 4nc 
.· benefici provided by the Unitec 
States. And they contimie to do s1 
because we don't enforce thos, 
laws. It is easier to shout "Build; 
bigger border fence! Hire mor, 
Border Patrol agents! Deny then 
citizenship!" .than to address th, 
real -issues. The solutions wliic 
will begin when we torie down th 
emotions , and . the i_rratiom 
political: outbursts and mov 
towards :.a mature attempt i 
creating an answer which will l 






·. By ROBERT LITTLE 
Bill Clinton's deputy legal 
counsel VincentFosterwas in the 
weeks before his suicide 
profoundly depressed and acutely 
burdened. Hisdeathwasnoone's 
fault, but his activities over the 
exactly six months between the 
President's Inauguration and 
Foster's July 20 suicide shed light 
on why he took his life and on the 
mechanics of the Clinton White 
House. 
Foster's brilliant career as a Rose 1 
Law Firm partner (with Hilary 
Clinton and Assistant Attorney 
General Webster Hubbell) in 
Little Rock was recast when his 
kindergarten schoolmate became 
President and took him to 
Washington. Foster's days were 
tn part spent assisting the 
administration on Department of 
. . . 
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The Vincent Foster Tragedy 
Ronald Klain and his boss, White 
House Counsel Bernard 
Nussbaum. 
Foster's job was to perform legal 
work related to the Clintons . 
personally and it was this work 
that was likely most stressful. 
Foster, eminently trusted by the 
First Lady, worked on the 
controversial opposition to open-
meeting challenges to her health 
care task force, on the disastrous 
travel office fiasco, the First Lady's 
50 percent cost overrun on White 
House renovations (which Foster 
eluded to in what was apparently 
a suicide note), and on Clinton 
financial dealings. This role is a 
much more meaningful for tea-
leave readers seeking to solve the 
Vincent Foster· tragedy. 
work that most likely caused 
Foster's self-doubt. 
Before coming to Washington, 
the Clintons earned about 
$150,000 a year, of which $35,000 
was the Arkansas Governor's 
salary. Mrs. Clinton controlled 
the family's portfolio. Safirc's 
reporting revealed that Mrs. 
Clinton held a $100,000 share in 
Value Partners, a million dollar 
invcstmcntgroupwith 14percent 
invested in "short" positions in 
health care companies. An 
investor holding short positions is 
wagering that a stock will drop in 
price; health care and 
pharmaceutical stocks indeed did 
fall, predictably once the Clintons 
publicly criticized health care 
profiteering and proposed 
pharmaceutical price controls. 
The blind trust, finalized three 
daysafterFostcr'sdcath, waswhat 
Foster worked on with Clinton 
investment manager William 
Smith in the weeks and months · 
before Foster took his life after a 
morning's work at the White 
House. Smith disclosed that he 
and F ostcr had spoken "three or 
four times" since the new year. 
Moreover, Foster had spoke to 
the President by phone from his 
house . for 20 minutes the night_ 
lcngthoftimeforadeputyassistant 
counsel to the President. 
Foster's original advice to the 
First · Lady was that she had no 
conflict-of-interest difficulties 
because she was not a government 
employee. ButwhcnMrs.Clinton 
won her open-meetings case, she 
did so by claiming to be a federal 
official, at least for purposes of the 
federal open-meetings act. If 
Foster won the open-meetings 
case, his argument exposed the 
First Lady to criminal conflict-of-
intcrestclaims. The White House 
has since argued that the First 
Lady should join the President 
and the Vice President as the only 
government appointees excepted 
from the conflict-on-interest law. 
Although Mrs. Clinton's health 
care investments are too small to 
warrant conflict allegations, the 
mysterious manners of the White 
House in the days after Foster's 
death invite scrutiny; even the 
NCilll Yonf Times editorialists asked 
for a "special prosecutor-style 
inquiry." R. Emmett Tyrrell, who , 
first uncovered the 20 minute 
phonecall,askedin•thc Warhington 
Times why the White House left 
the U.S. Park Police, who have no 
knowledge of forensics. Safire 
wrote a· 700 word column which 
15 
discovery and delayed revelation 
of the 27 extant pieces ofa torn 28 
piece note with no fingerprints 
left; about · the described but 
unnamed man who found the 
body; about· the dilatory securing 
of Foster's office, after a carton of 
unidentified documents was 
removed; about unreleased Park 
Police and Federal Bureau of 
Investigation reports on Foster 
exempted from the Freedom of 
Information Act. 
. These questions would merely 
decipher the politics of the White 
House, not explain the puzzle of 
suicide. Foster himself shed rare 
light.on his suicide, not in his note, 
but in what he told students at his 
May 8 commencement address to 
the law school atthe University of 
Arkansas, Fayetteville. 
"You will have failures and 
disappointments. Take comfort 
in knowing that opinions of those 
who really matter will never be as 
forgiving of your failures or as 
admiring of your victories as they 
are at this stage of your career. 
Sometimes doing the right thing 
will be very unpopular.... When 
the heat of controversy swarms 
around -you; conviction that you 
did the right thing will be the best 
salve and the best sleeping 
. Justice political appointments. It 
was this role that the media have 
paid attentio'n to most in covering 
Foster's d~ath. Perhaps because 
Foster worked closely o_n the ill-
fatedJusticcappointmcntsofZoe 
Baird, Kimba Wood and Lani 
Guinicr. Butmediaconccntration 
on this work has.missed the mark. 
Foster was only tangentially 
involved in the appointments; 
most Justice work went to his 
collc;agues Rikki Seidman and 
Sidney Blumenthal's coverage 
of the Foster suicide in The NCilll 
Yorker correctly suggests that 
Foster's work on the Clinton's 
finances was the majority of 
Foster's job. He notes in a 
parenthetical sentence, "He · 
helped set up a blind trust for 
them when Clinton was elected." 
Although Blumenthal's emphasis 
is correct, his facts arc not. William 
Safirc reported in The NClJlJ Yonf 
Tit111JSthat F osterwas still working 
on the Clinton's blind trust when 
he took.his life. It is this secret · before his suicide, an incredible was all questions: about belated -- medicine." 
The Scourge of·Multiculturalism 
ByCHRJSTOPHERScorrTRUNW becoming "Americans" and leadtheirownlivesseparateand of their authorship. To quote 
Multiculturalism is the latest instead become "Hyphenated . apart from contamination by David Denby of The New 
scourge to arise from the basic Americans," i.e. Anglo- ·' outside sources. lnevitablythis . Republic, "the sense of quality, 
ina:bility of01ost Americans, to Americans,Mexican-Americans, leadstothesplinteringofsociety of style, of measure is not an 
dis'd'if{uii k"'.~b'ec-W·een~fotm:tl•· ~Bul'gati'an-Americans, : etc:, -we c"· and a loss of appreciation of the. imposidon bearing on literature 
equality of ~ ppo.rtunity. and lose sight of the fact that the . i,deasofothers,paradoxicallythe fromthedomainofclass,raceor 
equality ofpower. While the foundationofthe United States opposite of the intent of gender. It lives independently 
former · is. embodied in the predates . modern nationalism · multiculturalism. of the group stereotype. Without 
Coristitutio11 and carried out itself, and that you are, first and lneducation,.multiculturalism belief in standard and truth, a 
. through all of oud;1w, the latter foremos~, an American. takes on a particularly sinister culture dies. It becomes what 
represent the true view of the 
community and instead was most 
likely to represent the most 
skewed views present. ·Multi-
page questionnaires were sent 
out to every person in the USO 
community, faculty, staff, 
alumni, trustees and students. 
Any study based on vaguely 
is beyond. the power of any Hyphenated Americans ' form. Any respectable program we are moving towards now: a . 
worded questionnaires returned 
on a voluntary basis by a diverse 
population, as was the USO public or privat~ . .institution :to . eventually become victims, for of education revolves· around wel_ter of aggrieved claims, 
effect. in the 1990s being a victim is far whai: is termed the c.anon, extraordinary cynicism and mere 
Given tha~ it is notdifficulno better than being a hero. Victims consisting of the great works of indecisive mush." 
under;tand the impetus behind get sympathy and benefits-- ' liter11ture and philosophy that .Instituting cultural diversity 
the recenisu_!'veyconducted by spiritual, cultural and material. have shaped the culture arid amongthestude11tpopulationis 
the University of San Diego on Commentator Robert Hughes, · values of the United States. a laudable goal only so long as it 
"Institutionalizing Cuhural in his book TheFrayingof America Multiculturalists complain that is not done-at the expense of the 
·Diversity";itisdifficolthowever pointed out that "the all i;hesewo,cksare .thecr~a:tionof innocent. Universities can · 
to justify, The. study' part of an pervasive . claim to . vi cti mhood "dead white males;", This sh~tild .• accept only . a finite . amount of 
• on-.going '.ptpgram ; of topsoffAmerica'slongcherished . J·1c:: no >Surprise; demo~j~cy; · sttidents based upon a m1mber 
midticulturalism funded by a culture of thetapelltics, C Thus ,individual {reedorrt and fi~tt)I of . variables including; ·the 
$L66miUiongrantbytheJames we. create a juvenile culture of (foOotcomefrorrtAfr•~.Asi.~,of ; am~unt of.econ_o(llic' OUfpllt . 
study, is inherently suspect. 
Students and others.with an axe 
to grind arc far more likely to 
return a completed 
questionnaire than the so called 
silent majority·whose probable 
response . to such a · lengthy 
. questionnaire was to give it a 
. ·quickand d~nt·burial in the 
r~und file. .L speak 'from 
experience,} 4:ookthe time to 
· fill out'tlte\f()~m b~c.ause I have 
~tro~ Jedings on, : this topic. 
• Most , o( those' . surveyed, · 
. however, appareritly-donot; only 
. . l,97? ·of 9,210 questionnaires 
· distributed -were retutned 
· ·lwine Foundation was, in the complaint in which. Big Daddy :·the:: Anh::ricis,/ they /are\ the . devot~ J? A:!ducation; phy~ical . 
wordsrifitJ'~U:thors,designedto ,is always to blame arid .the •· rnroduct'(>,fthree.thoµsan<lycar~ :~p.ate , and ' • availability .·of 
•~change •· USQ ·-internally by expansion . of. rights ,goes on ·.·.· ofjiuropean:thoi:ight. · that Jtas · instruct,:,rs. Giyen . (ini tc .· 
edu.catingtt>wardsnewattituc:les, without the other . half ,:,f , 'no~.l>cen accepted woi'ldwi<l¢. r<:sourc~s and simplefaimess, a 
and expanding approaches arid . . citizenship: attachment to duties . ,Men wrote m.ost .of·lhe gteat . · univ~rsity must ~ccept the most 
values-with regard to cultu_tal and obligations." All of the ·works beca11s~ 'until recently; · meritoriousappli«?aritsitcanget 
diversity and pluralism." Both . groups competing to become women remained urifaitJy . without regard to race, both for 
in its .stated goals and in its victims,fromAfrican-Americans • u.neducated ; , In a · s.~nse~ : its ow·i:t benefit and more 
. ·. <:ompleted. · Th~ twenty percent 
· of the population that took the 
researchmethod,theprogramis to , cynical white men multiculturali.stsare 'callingfor importantly for that of its 
gravelyflawed. complaining of . reverse anaffirmativeactionprogra~in studen1ts. Thewaytogetamore 
• Atfirstglance,multiculturalism . discrimination are trying to w~ich the great works of the culturally diverse student body 
soundslikealaudableextension extractconcessionsfromsociety past are devalued becaus~, at the university level is to 
of the principles thatthe United to ameliorate past misdeeds through no fault of their own, improve elementary and high 
States was - founded on, an without contributing a,nything. their authors fail to meet i.,p to school education programs. To 
examinatjon, pf the interaction More ominously, what they are current reformist dogma. Such do otherwise is to implicitly 
of cultures brought to this doingisengagingintheage-old people need to examine the lowcracademicstandardsandto 
country by various immigrants sport of revenge. )'ou done me message, not the not the author discriminate against the 
and natives and their ultimate wrong and now you must pay. In and certainly not her gender or meritorious in favor of the 
synthesisintoanewculture. As case anybody missed it in na,tionality. Philosophy an,d fashionable. 
far as that goes, most people · kindergarten, two wrongs don't culture is not a zero-sum game. The recent USO .study on 
would have no problem with this. make a right. Just because you read the works cultural d1v1:1rsity in the USO 
However, the 'current trend of Pluralism ultimately leads to of Hegel, Descartes and Twain community was undertaken to 
multicultural thought leads to cultural relativism and docs not mean that you determine the views of the 
an exacerbation . of the stagnation. All cultural values automatically discaro all works communi1ty on the state of 
differences between us and the and_ perceptions will be held to from other cultures. Otherworks cultural diversity, both in its 
omission ·of ,what we have in be equally valid and hence should · be added to the canon individual and community-wide 
. common,resultinginintolerance inviolable. Everybody will be when they merit it on the basis impact, Its method however 
and hatred.: ,When we all stop allowed to do their own thing, of their content, not on the basis was th'e one least likely to 
. , time to fill out the daunting 
survey were the 20% who had 
something to say; they were the 
truly committed. Whether they 
were for or against the subject is 
immaterial, what is important is 
that they probably do not 
represent the mainstream view 
of the community. 
Responding law students 
indicated that they are least 
likely of all USO community 
members to find USO a 
"supportive and · productive 
environment" and that they are 
least likely in the community to 
"feel valued fofmysclf." What 
a ' surprise, l;1w _students feel 
Please Tum to Page 16, Column 2 
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£/I(// This year's Bar Review column will be unlike those of the past. 'Gone are goofy 
assessments ofcreampuffbistros and wine bars. No more reading about the best places for salsa 
dancing or high-tech karaoke machines. This column is true to its name: BarReview. The focus 
is on finding the best place to punch the clock without high frills distractions like pastry chefs 
or deejays. 
Hence, The Pennant, which has been serving the best drinks at the beach for thirty-one years. 
Sure, any place with a sundeck and cheap beers in South Mission Beach can't be all that bad. 
But the quintessenceoribePennantlies in its patrons. For the most part, these stalwartloyalisis 
scoff at gimmicks like jello shots, scantily clad waitresses and line dancing. Rather, the emphasis 
tends towards the simple and sincere. Mosteveiyoneordersdraft beers which are a steal at$1.50. 
Ordering a Heineken is the sU1;e mark of a rookie. As for well drinks, you can't go wrong with 
their famous gin & tonics made with Calcutta Gin. Always the trendsetters, The Pennant's 
excellent Bloody Marys demonstrate that the traditional morning favorite is not justforbreakfast 
anymore. . 
The clientele varies seasonally. The Pennant's best days are seen during the summer, mostly 
because of the absence of novice supporters. The pace picks up during the school year in large 
part due to the USO student factions that usually arrive past eleven. Undergraduates seem to 
compose most of the crowd on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights. However, law students 
have gained a stronghold on both the weekends and during the week. This can be attributed 
to two reasons. 
First, many law students have migrated from their pathetic Mission Valley ~partments to 
better living quarters at the beach. (As an aside, I've never understood what scares first-year 
students into thinking that they have to live as close as possible to campus in order to succeed 
in law school. I'd rather suck on a urinal mint for nine months than live in graduate student 
housing.) Anyway, a growing number of students can be seen at The Pennant enjoying late-
rµght beers after grinding out a session at the libraiy. Second, the growing dissatisfaction with 
the bars in Pacific Beach and downtown combined with the realization that The Pennant is the 
best bar in San Diego further contributes to the bar's popularity. 
The only problem with The Pennant is parking. However, you can usually park across the 
street behind Ace Liquor after midnight. Beyond that, The Pennant is the best place to wrap 
up any night out on the town. While its detractors point to the "B" health code rating and the 
fact that eveiy surface is sticky, that's just part of its rustic charm. The Pennant is a friendly 
neighborhood bar for eveiyone. Just don 'tgo if you 're expecting a selection ofliqueurs and fancy 
copper espresso machine. 
Emil and Stinky Hit Bars, Affirm A llegance to America 
cf t/1( f g, Oh really, Emil? Anyone who attended USO as an undergraduate and did their 
boozingaf'the Pennant in the late eighties can attest that the Pennant has certainly lost its soul. 
One time not long ago, the Pennant was an intimate little watering hole inhabited by locals and 
students with one common goal: boozing. Now the barisovercrowded, expensive and infested 
with cockroaches. 
While the bar still maintains its loyal core of Old Missio_n Beach Athletic Club members, 
long time Mission Beach residents and local students, the Pennant has also been overrun 
by guys in tank tops riding motorcycles and skateboard-toting skoads. Fights have 
increased tenfold as have the nameless faces. As a result, the intimate atmosphere is gone. 
The Pennant has never been a terrific place for girls to meet the men of their dreams. 
Let's face it, the Pennant has always been a favorite for guys solely concerned with getting 
as drunk as possible. Most of t:J:te guys are usually not terribly interested in the opposite sex until 
the alcohol has killed their inhibitions and aroused their libidos. So if this is your type of 
relationship, I'll be there every Thursday night of the year. 
But the female situation has worsened. The USO undergrads are sporting bigger attitudes _ 
than ever, hardened by dork law students with lamelines: "As ym,1rattomey, I advise you to have 
sex with me." The wonderfully uncomplicated SDSU gals, no doubt influenced by the Seatde 
grunge rock explosion last year, are enamored with the skoadboarders. F orthem, hanging with 
a law student is about as cool as hanging with dad. This means that the veritable cornucopia of 
willing females has been spoiled by the influx of imperialistic schmoozers. 
A few years ago, drinking at the Pennant was veiy cheap. If you had put your time in on the 
lonely weeknights and befriended either Joel, Bullet or King, free drinks were sure to be had. 
Now, with all the knuckleheads around, the well hasgonediy. Also,owner Dick's refusal to have 
a legitimate Happy Hour (25 cents off drafts from 5 to 6pm) adds to the pinch. Its no wonder 
that many long time Pennant loyalists have switched their allegiance to the Beachcomber next 
door. The Beachcomber has drink specials, a real Happy Hour and also pitchers, another 
shortcoming one must endure at the Pennant. 
Cleanliness is another problem at the Pennant. For a while I thought that the Pennant beer 
had hallur.inogenic properties, but I now realize that those really are cockroaches occasionally 
running along the bar. The bartenders affectionately refer to thelittlecrittersas thePettingZoo, 
but I sure hope those bugsaren 'tin transit from the bar to Bear'sSurfburger kitchen. In any event, 
its hard to impress a prospective significant other when household pests run across your arm. 
WhilethislongtimePennantpatronisnotreadytoabandonhislocalwateringhole,lcansurely 
say that the Pennant ain't what it used to be. If you haven't been to the Pennant before, do 
eveiyone a favor and go somewhere else. 
THE USD LAW REPORTER'S TOP TEN LIST: TOP TEN 
LITTLE KNOWN FACTS ABOUT THE LAW SCHOOL 
10. That 9immicky courtroom wu formerly a cocktail lounge for 
generous alum1i. 
9. Wu formerly affiliated with the Wally Thor School of Trucki11g. 
8. It's actually a Mafia fence operation. 
7. Is the site of lollapalooza '94. 
6. One-third of the students participate in prison furlough pro9rams. 
S. In the wake of violent ethnic studies department protests across the 
nation, the administ.ration instituted a Canadian Studies Program. 
4. The David Koresh Experience played the SBA Halloween party in 
1989. 
3. Offers a dual degree program in animal hus&andry and dance. 
2. Taco Bell Wis on the list of on-campus recruiters u recently u 
1985. 
1. The SBA President can h seen moonlighting u Mayor McCheese at 
participating McDonalds throughout San Diego. · 
Multiculturalism 
(Continued from Page 15) 
dispirited and downtrodden. This is law 
school, not Mr. Roger's Neighborhood. 
How many professors and mentors during 
your first year told you that if you feel like 
everything is ok, you must be doing 
something wrong. Law school is the least 
scholastic of all branches of education, e.g. 
it is most like real life, eveiy day you don't 
get killed, you are one up. 
Whereas administrators were all for it, 
law students were significantly least likely 
to see the need for more law courses dealing 
with ethnic and racial multiculturalism. 
One boggles overwhatsuch a course would 
be. The law deals w_ith formal equality, not 
the mummeiy of victimization. 
The Irvine grantof$1.66million is being 
wasted. At a time when the concept of 
multiculturalismiscomingunderincreasing 
attack from both the left and the right, it is 
ironic that the University is spending 
money that could reduce tuition or provide -
scholarships based on merit and need on a 
superficial effort to fit in with a political 
vogue already becoming passe. In a rare 
contrast to the otherwise unbroken string of 
whining, recrimination 1and self-pity that 
make up the student responses, an 
undergraduate woman participant in the 
survey wrote, "I ti)' not to look at people 
through their race. The most important 
part for me is personality and how we get 
along. I would like to encourage people 
through my actions that we are all the same 
and should be treated that way." Th a t 
is the true multiculturalism, not 
victimization, not pluralism and certainly 
not forced marches through cultural 
reeducation programs. In Hughes' words 
"Ifmulticulturalismisaboutlearningtosee 
through borders, one can be all in favor ofi t. 
Butyoudonothavetolistentothearguments 
veiy long before realizing that, in quite a 
few people's minds, multiculturalism is 
aboutsomethingelse. Their version means 
cultural separatism within the largerwhole 
of America. They want to Balkanize 
culture." 
How I Became lncompetent _at Dating 
By ELIZABETH FRIEDLAND 
I was born a people person. I have 
always liked having a lot of friends. I 
can't stand when people don't know me, 
or worse, don't like me. When I was 
younger, most of my friends were_girls. 
We studied together, shopped together 
and talked about boys together. My 
popularity among my girlfriends naturally 
progressed to a pdpularity with boys. I 
was easy to talk to. I was friendly. I was 
fun . I never had trouble dating. It was 
easy ... 
Do I want to go out for a hamburger? 
Yes! 
Do I want him to kiss me? Sure! 
Do I want him to touch me there? 
Okay. 
Do I want him to go any further? He 
better not! 
And so on~ 
But after college graduation eveiything 
changed. I began thinkingaboutmaniage. 
Little did I know this would effectively 
destroy any chances I had at getting 
married. I decided to date only Jewish 
men. After all, I'd only mariy someone 
Jewish, so why date anyone else? Of 
course, now my pool of men decreased to 
the size of a Jacuzzi. 
And I couldn't go out with just any 
Jewish man. No. After all, he could be 
my future husband. Was he too short? 
Forget it, our kids would b~ midgets. 
Too tall? No way, we'd look funny 
dancing at our wedding. His parents 
were divorced? Absolutely not! He 
wouldn't understand commitment. Did 
he have a sister? It was important he 
understood women's issues. Etc. Etc. 
The dates were even more difficult. 
My easy going self was turned into a bowl 
of jelly. I was nervous. Remember, this 
might be my future husband. Everything 
he said I analyzed a million times over in 
my head. Did he just say the kids seated 
next to us were too noisy? Well, what kind 
of a father would he be? Rigid. He'd 
spank them. He'd yell. Oy! I want a 
divorce! 
I wasn't myself. After all, I was his future 
wife. In one date, I hao to prove to him that 
I had all the qualities he was looking for in 
a wife. I had to show him I'd be there in 
his. times of need ... Coffee, would you 
like another cup? I would listen to him 
and understand ... I know what you mean, 
the steak is too rare. I would do my share 
bringing home an income ... Are you sure 
you don't want me to pay for half? 
Obviously it was overwhelming. It 
came to the point that I was completely 
incompetent at dating. I was not a normal 
person. I was meshuggeneh. Men knew it. 
They·weren't that stupid. They could 
see maniage written on my forehead. 
They'd yell "Run for the hills" as soon as 
I entered a room. Alone I stood. And 
stand. 
This story ends. Perhaps through 
intensive counseling I can 'be cured. I 
will learn I had a dysfunctional family. I 
' will discover my inner child. I will grow. 
But the real issue here is does'anyone know 
a Jewish dottorthey could set me up with? 
